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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 

 U.S./Southeast Asian exile narratives, or “refugee literature,” tend to be classified 

as autobiographies, testimonials and personal narratives, and not with other literary 

genres such as the pastoral.  Pastoral representations of the homeland, however, are an 

important presence in the literature and film of Southeast Asian refugees.  Building on 

Raymond Williams’ study on the country/city tension of the pastoral mode, this project 

applies symbolic forms of the pastoral to complex anti-colonial struggles against Western 

imperialism and resistance to oppressive Communist regimes in Southeast Asia.  This 

study focuses on Southeast Asian refugee authors U Sam Oeur, Tran Van Dinh, and Jade 

Ngoc Quang Huynh, who produce pastoral representations of their homeland and 

examines the postwar films of Vietnamese filmmaker Anh Hung Tran, who captures 

urban decay and prewar nostalgia in Viet Nam.  The land stands in metonymically for the 

nation as the authors and filmmaker use the land to present an idealized vision of pre-

colonial Viet Nam and Cambodia that critiques communism and/or capitalism, while the 

Vietnamese communists and the Khmer Rouge view the countryside as the primary site 

of re-education for the people. 

 Chapter One discusses Oeur’s references to idyllic nature and his invocation of a 

Golden Age, Cambodia’s Angkor Empire, in his poetry collection Sacred Vows.  Oeur’s 

pastoral vision serves to denounce the atrocities that the Khmer Rouge committed.  

Chapter Two observes Dinh’s references to Vietnamese myths to create a Golden Age 

which criticizes the communist regime and their removal from Vietnamese culture in 

Blue Dragon White Tiger.  Chapter Three analyzes Huynh’s South Wind Changing and 

the tension of the pastoral narrative in depicting an idyllic countryside and the urban 

center to illustrate the destruction of modern war and communism.  Chapter Four marks a 

critical turn in the cinematic display of pastoral beauty and national (dis)harmony in 

Tran’s films Cyclo, The Scent of Green Papaya, and Vertical Ray of the Sun.  Ultimately, 

these narratives all serve as indictments against violence, and the pastoral form is used to 



oppose war, capitalism and communism, which have ravaged the land and people of 

Southeast Asia.   
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RE-EDUCATING THE PASTORAL:  

A STUDY OF US/SOUTHEAST ASIAN POSTCOLONIAL NARRATIVES 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 The war in Viet Nam, from 1964-1975, served as the culmination of the 

Vietnamese struggle against Imperial rule.  This war spread quickly to other Southeast 

Asian countries, specifically Cambodia and Laos, and ravaged the landscape and lives of 

the Southeast Asian people, with the Ho Chi Minh Trail, US bombings and 

deforestation.
1
  Thousands fled their homeland, unable to live with the war, the 

Communist regimes in power, and the poverty incurred after “liberation.”  Many 

Vietnamese refugees fled on boats, most of which were barely sea-worthy, and became 

known as “boat people.”
2
  A mass migration headed to the United States, where refugees 

were left sorting out their identities, lives, and most importantly, their loss of a homeland.  

The authors discussed in this study, U Sam Oeur, Tran Van Dinh, and Jade Ngoc Quang 

Huynh, are all refugees who fled for various social and political reasons, and each of their 

texts attempt to work out specific diasporic issues common to Southeast Asian war 

refugees, in particular to their loss of a homeland. 

 Viet Nam and Cambodia had both been under French occupation since 1858-9 

and 1863, respectively, and gained freedom from colonial rule in 1953 (Cambodia) and 

1954 (Viet Nam).  But the influence of Western power was still prevalent in daily life and 

government institutions as the United States took an interest in the southern government 

and became a neo-colonial power.
3
  After World War II, the US wanted to create a new 

world order of capitalism and democracy that would ensure US economic prosperity, and 

Americans looked to Viet Nam to become part of that idea (Buzzanco 95).  The Truman 

Doctrine of 1947, despite its anti-colonial rhetoric,
4
 became anti-Communist as the 

United States tried to contain the Soviet Union and the spread of Communism (Gardner 

140).  It is the colonizing forces that the Communist regimes, in Cambodia and Viet Nam, 

fought against, and the neo-colonial power of the United States, that brought on the 
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Vietnam War.  It is in this milieu where Oeur’s Sacred Vows (1998), Dinh’s Blue Dragon 

White Tiger (1983), and Huynh’s South Wind Changing (1994), can be situated within 

Southeast Asian postcolonial discourse.  However, it is necessary to discuss the rise of 

nationalism and Communism in Southeast Asia in order to understand these texts’ 

complex place within the rubric of postcolonialism. 

 Throughout Asia in the modern era, Communism spread as a nationalistic 

movement.  However, the sentiment of nationalism in Asia precedes Communism, 

beginning in 1919 when Asians looked to the Versailles Treaty for a new world where 

Asia was free of colonial rule (Borthwick 161-3).  Many Asian thinkers and leaders, 

including Ho Chi Minh, appealed to the Versailles conference, in hopes that it would “not 

only settle the claims of the war in Europe but also assert the inalienable rights – 

especially of political self-determination – of peoples throughout the world” (Borthwick 

162).  With hopes misplaced, a resurgence of nationalism occurred, and leaders turned to 

the invocation of traditional values to gain support.  Many Asian leaders turned to 

Communism.  China aligned itself with the Soviet Union, following the Soviet 

technocratic industrial development model.  In the 1960s, China split from the Soviet 

model, and preferred a “rural-oriented communism based on mass mobilization,” which 

eventually led to the Cultural Revolution (Burger and Borer 5).  China quickly spread its 

influence over parts of Asia, and initially became a major supporter of Ho Chi Minh’s 

Communist Party.  Japan, despite the politics and colonizing activities, became an Asian 

model for nationalism with its desire to cleanse itself from Western influences 

(Borthwick 161).   

 Nationalism soon became a movement of traditional values and anti-Western 

sentiment, rooting its struggle in the 19
th

 century peasant revolts against foreign rule 

(Borthwick 162).  One of the earliest peasant uprisings that revolted against foreign 

presence and rallied behind traditional values, for example, was the Boxer Rebellion in 

China.  Viet Nam also had early anti-imperialist peasant uprisings.  Peasant rebellions 

soon became synonymous with nationalism (Greenfield 129).   

 Ho Chi Minh, whose hopes for a free Asia were again crushed at the outbreak of 

World War II, organized a resistance against Japan,
5
 assuming that the French would be 
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prevented from returning to Viet Nam by the United States and England (Borthwick 162).  

Instead, France returned, which Ho Chi Minh welcomed as a change from Japanese 

occupation and alternative to Chinese occupation.  Ho encouraged his followers and 

peers to accept France’s return.  He argued that ousting a distant colonizer would be 

easier than expelling China, who shared borders.  In rallying support, Ho stated: “It is 

better to sniff the French dung for a while than to eat China’s all our lives” (Qtd. in 

SarDesai, Southeast Asia 179).  When France did return, Ho Chi Minh mobilized his 

resistance, the Viet Minh, and eventually freed Viet Nam from colonial power in 1954. 

 The appeal of Communism to a nationalistic struggle is complex.  Communism, 

specifically Leninism, appealed to the largely agrarian Asian societies.  Lenin suggested 

that it was the peasants who “make the revolution.”  The large agrarian population had 

power and influence with Lenin’s system, and they believed that his concept of 

nationalism and anti-imperialism were motivators of major revolutions (Borthwick 180).  

This explains the mass appeal of Communism, but what motivated the leaders?  Ho Chi 

Minh petitioned repeatedly to the United States, requesting their involvement in Viet 

Nam’s struggle for independence and openly welcomed capitalism.  However, 

“Washington’s indifference to his pleas for American aid and moral support pushed him 

towards the Soviet Union” (Gardner 132).  Ho Chi Minh, although leader of the 

Indochina Communist Party (ICP), wanted Viet Nam to be united under one 

democratically elected leader.  This attempt was spurned by the South Viet Nam 

government who canceled those elections (Buzzanco 98).
6
  While Ho Chi Minh had 

already established a Communist party, the rejection of a democratic election only 

hardened his resolve to oust Western influence.  Borthwick cites multiple reasons for the 

appeal of Communism to Asian thinkers, particularly in relation to colonialism.  He 

argues that in repressing people politically, while educating them in Western systems, the 

imperialist and the authorities nurtured nationalism, and in the case of Southeast Asia, 

nurtured non-French structures.  By being educated in a Western system, the Vietnamese 

were conflicted and struggled between their traditional and modern non-traditional values, 

between Western materialism and the “need to maintain a distinctly non-Western cultural 

identity,” and “between the urge to assimilate the intruder and repel him” (162-3).  
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Western education allowed nationalistic leaders to absorb Western thought and influence, 

but these leaders did not believe in Western domination.  Instead, nationalistic leaders 

like Ho Chi Minh adopted and conformed these beliefs and thoughts of their Western 

education to the history of their homeland (Karnow 109).  The closest ideology that 

Asian leaders could find was Marxist-Leninism, which gave an explanation for what was 

wrong in the world (Western colonial behavior) and how to fix it (fighting with 

disciplined organization) (Borthwick 389).  Communism struck a chord with leaders and 

followers in its promotion of an agrarian society, self-sufficiency, anti-imperialism, and 

anti-Western sentiments (including capitalism).  In the case of Viet Nam, this movement 

wanted all Western influences out of the country, including the South Viet Nam 

government.  With Cambodia, Communism’s evolution took a slightly different turn. 

 When the French controlled Cambodia, their colonization was different than in 

neighboring Viet Nam.  Instead of anti-French dissent, Cambodian nationalism struggled 

against the native institutions the French used to govern.  The French allowed a Khmer 

king to exist to act as a symbol, and instead of directly governing Cambodia, France 

enlisted French-speaking Vietnamese to serve as liaison between the Cambodians and the 

French Administration (Welaratna 15).  Eventually, Vietnamese and Chinese became 

exploiters of Cambodians, and a target for Cambodian nationalism (Welaratna 16).  

Cambodian nationalism presented itself in peaceful means, creating the first Khmer-

language newspaper, Nagaravatta, and grounding itself with the Buddhist Institute of 

Phnom Penh (SarDesai, Southeast Asia 186).  The nationalists called themselves the 

Khmer Issarak (Free Khmer).  The Khmer Issarak eventually became the Khmer Rouge 

with Viet Minh support.
7
  This Khmer Rouge differentiated greatly from the Khmer 

Rouge of the 1970s.  After supporting the Viet Minh, the Khmer Rouge was disappointed 

with Ho Chi Minh’s party, who did not support the Khmer Rouge at the Geneva 

Conference in 1954.  The Viet Minh accepted an independent Cambodia without a role 

for the Khmer Rouge.  Later that year, the Khmer Rouge disbanded, with many of the 

members moving to Hanoi (SarDesai, Southeast Asia 284).  As the conflict with the 

United States in Viet Nam increased, Prince Sihanouk, fearing Vietnamese aggression, 

supported the North Vietnamese and the National Liberation Front (NLF).  The number 
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of Khmer Rouge that stayed behind in Cambodia after 1954 stewed in their hatred of the 

Viet Minh,
8
 feeling that the Cambodian Communist cause had been abandoned at the 

Geneva Conference on Indochina.  Fiercely anti-Hanoi, this Khmer Rouge began 

guerrilla operations on Prince Sihanouk’s government as a means of disrespecting the 

Vietnamese Communist party.  Lon Nol was fiercely anti-Communist, and when he 

ousted Sihanouk, the Khmer Rouge diverted their violence to his government.  Under 

Lon Nol, anti-Communism rose and the embassy of North Viet Nam and the NLF were 

pillaged by mobs (SarDesai, Southeast Asia 284). 

 When the Lon Nol government came to power, peasants who still believed Prince 

Sihanouk was the traditional “god-king” became enraged and rioted.  Lon Nol tried to 

woo the “elites, the urbanites, and the students” by denationalizing the economy.  Lon 

Nol also tried to play on Cambodian fears of Vietnamese while using brutal force to 

suppress peasant uprisings that he claimed were Viet Cong backed (Welaratna 22).  

Peasants, which were a vast majority due to French desire to keep their Cambodian 

colony rural, immediately joined the Communists and Khmer Rouge (Welaratna 22-3).  

When South Vietnamese soldiers began looting major cities, followed by American 

invasions, anti-Western sentiment rose, and all educated citizens and non-Khmer 

Cambodians were seen as a threat to the Khmer Rouge’s vision of a Communist state free 

of all Western influence (Welaratna 23).  This vision plays out in the worst possible way 

with genocide for ethnic-cleansing in Pol Pot’s “killing fields.” 

 U Sam Oeur, Tran Van Dinh, and Jade Ngoc Quang Huynh, despite their varying 

political views,
9
 consider the Communist regimes as a surrogate Imperial force.  In their 

works, the regimes oppress their “liberated” people, both physically, ideologically, and 

politically, enacting the same modes of subjugation that the previous colonizers had: 

genocide, oppression of people, falsification of their history, erasure of their culture and 

tradition, control of communication, inhibition of personal economic movement through 

employment discrimination, and repression of free expression.   

 When Phnom Penh fell on April 17, 1975, Pol Pot began his plan for rustication 

(Etcheson 143),
10

 evacuating more than three million people from the capitol into the 

countryside.  The politics of the Khmer Rouge were based on Hou Yuon’s
11

 theories of a 
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rural-based society.  The urban sector was seen as a means for foreign countries to exploit 

Cambodia, a means for city to exploit the country, and the luxuries produced only served 

a small minority, the bourgeoisie (Jackson 42).  The Khmer Rouge wanted to create a 

new form of egalitarian revolution that would raise the poor to positions of prominence 

(Jackson 55).  In rustication, the Khmer Rouge gained control of urban areas and were 

able to quelch any possible resistance.  Members of Lon Nol’s army that did not escape 

were machine-gunned down (Twining 147).  In Pol Pot’s ideology, other resisters were in 

the upper class, civil service, intellectual arena, and bourgeoisie, and therefore he 

instituted “a uniform policy of class genocide” (Twining 146).  After Pol Pot’s regime 

fell with the Vietnamese invasion of December 1978, evidence of mass extermination 

was found.
12

  Mass graves of thousands of victims, some still linked by shackles, were 

discovered all over Cambodia (Twining 147).  Multiple tactics were used to discover who 

was loyal to the party and fit into Pol Pot’s vision of society.  In one account, Khmer 

Rouge would set up a banquet and invite students and educators for an open forum on the 

new society.  If they criticized and blamed hardships on the Khmer Rouge, these 

intellectuals would later be executed (Quinn 187-8).  Besides these terror tactics, there 

were also large scale extermination plans executed in prisons, such as Tuol Sleng.  Pol 

Pot’s “bureaucracy of death” kept meticulous records of these extermination prisons 

(Hawk 209-14),
13

 where prisoners were interrogated, tortured, and executed (Hawk 210). 

 Pol Pot
14

 used his killing fields to quickly impose these modes; the Vietnamese 

Communist regime used its re-education camps to impose indoctrination of anti-Western 

and anti-capitalist beliefs on soldiers, bureaucrats, and sympathizers of the South Viet 

Nam government, as well as to “re-educate” the masses on the new agrarian economy 

free of cultural tradition.  Although the re-education camps did not attempt to commit 

genocide, there were many deaths from starvation, disease, and disciplinary 

assassinations.  These modes of subjugation stray from the original ideology of Ho Chi 

Minh and his counterparts, which Alexander Woodside attributes to Imperialist influence 

still in play: “The French colonial police had helped prevent the emergence of large, 

public, non-conspiratorial political parties in Viet Nam” (Qtd. in Borthwick 390).  

Essentially, French oppression begets local oppression, of which the Lon Nol regime, the 
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South Viet Nam government, and the Communist regimes, are guilty of perpetuating in 

the interest of power.  It is this oppression by the Communist regimes that the authors 

focus on, which grounds the texts in postcolonial discourse, in the sense that these texts 

discuss the effects of colonialism.  The authors use their works as a form of struggle 

against their historic oppressors.   

 Vijay Mishra and Bob Hodge refer to a specific form of postcolonial discourse 

called “literature of subjugation” which is “marked by a systematic process of cultural 

domination through the imposition of imperial structures of power” (284).  This refers to 

Imperialist structures used and its remnants, not specifically to the Imperial power itself.  

Although the Communist regimes are not the Western imperialists,
15

 the refugee authors 

must still attempt to cope with their identity and connection to a country that they cannot 

return to because of these same regimes, which is referred to in The Empire Writes Back 

(EWB) as “an effective identifying relationship between self and place” (Ashcroft, 

Griffin, and Tiffin 9).   

 However, my focus is not on postcolonialism itself, rather on Southeast Asian 

texts in relation to postcolonial discourse and the issue of struggle and opposition which 

is theorized.
16

  One exceptionally important area of postcolonialism is the appropriation 

and abrogation of language and writing form of the Imperial powers.  Each text is written 

in English
17

 for multiple reasons: namely to help the writer identify with their new home 

(the United States), and to engage a larger audience than their traditional language would 

allow.  The authors also adopt a Western form of genre.  The adoption of a non-native 

form of writing is discussed in EWB in context with the 19
th

 century United States, where 

American writers attempted to “indigenize” British forms, soon realizing that they could 

not “import form and concept without radical alteration,” creating a distinctly American 

form that showed its otherness from Britain.  Therefore, other countries can embrace 

writing forms that are not part of its tradition, and create a form that is both original and 

new.  It can be argued that this evolution of a new American form can serve as a “model 

for all later post-colonial writing,” showing that “some of a post-colonial country’s most 

deeply held linguistic and cultural traits depend upon its relationship with the colonizing 
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power” (Ashcroft, Griffin, and Tiffin 16).  It is here that we can discuss the adoption by 

the Southeast Asian-American authors of a European genre, the pastoral. 

 As a form, the pastoral is indicated to have begun with the Greek poet Theocritus 

(c. 316-260 BC) and his Idylls.  Loughrey writes that the motifs found in Idylls  

 crystallized into the conventions of formal pastoral: herdsmen find leisure to  

 indulge in impromptu song contests or debates; extravagantly praise the beauty of  

 their coy mistresses, or the charms of country life; recount tales derived from  

 classical mythology or regional folklore; and bewail the death or absence of  

 lovers (8). 

Since Theocritus, the pastoral has changed in its meaning and mode.  Virgil changed the 

allusion of classical mythology to refer to the Olympian Immortals specifically, while 

creating a world where shepherds were “etherealized” and reality blurred with 

imagination (men mixed freely with Immortals).  This involvement of the pastoral with 

classical mythology forged the idea of the Golden Age, which came to be an “elegiac 

lament” for an “age of innocence” which showed characteristics with Eden (Loughrey 9).  

The Golden Age allowed for an escapist element of the genre, which permitted an 

indulgence in “nostalgic dreams of a past happier time” (Loughrey 10).   

 The pastoral barely survived through the Middle Ages, but Renaissance (Early 

Modern) scholars revived the study of classical works and interest in the pastoral genre 

was renewed (Loughrey 11).  During the Renaissance period, the pastoral was 

transformed and used in many different ways: ideal landscapes serve as a “sensual snare” 

to entice a knight from “the path of virtue,” to be subversive to the “martial and heroic 

ethos,” and to use pastoral images and figures to promote heroism in courtly tales, 

amongst others (Loughrey 12).  These uses were perversions of the original sense, yet are 

still considered pastoral.  Other Renaissance texts employ parts of pastoral and created 

innovative ways of writing in the genre.  Shakespeare used the pastoral myths of an 

idealized rural landscape to contrast with the realities of harsh rural life in As You Like It, 

while using the pastoral life to provide an alternative to the greedy and corrupt life of the 

court in The Winter’s Tale (Loughrey 14).  John Fletcher introduced the pastoral 

tragicomic form with his The Faithful Shepherdess (Loughrey 15).   
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 Theory on pastoral did not appear until the Renaissance, where it was suggested 

by Sir Philip Sidney that it concerned the “miserie of people under hard Lords or 

ravening Souldiours’” and also “what blessedness is derived to them that lye lowest from 

goodnesse of them that sit highest” (Qtd. in Loughrey 16).  This suggests social 

implications, whereas other critics were more interested with what elements made a work 

“pastoral.”  Some critics chose to argue a strict following of Theocritus was necessary 

(Rene Rapin) while others argued that “indigenous folk customs, rural dialects, and 

native flora” be included to appeal to those reading (Thomas Tickell) (Loughrey 18).  

Tickell provided a theoretical basis for writing pastoral as a cultural text.  Most important 

to this study is Harry Levin’s analysis of pastoral myth as social critique, which is seen as 

a time that is “not like now” (Qtd. in Loughrey 10).  W.W. Greg expands this idea in 

signifying that pastoral in literature “is the recognition of a contrast, implicit or expressed, 

between pastoral life and some more complex type of civilization” (79).  The pastoral is 

“the yearning of the tired soul to escape . . . to a life of simplicity and innocence from the 

bitter of the court” (Greg 81).  This is in specific relation to the allegorical pastoral that 

invokes a Golden Age (Greg 80).  It is a “reaction against the world that is too much with 

us” (Greg 81), or as Tolliver describes as a means to gain perspective on a situation that 

is beyond cure (10). 

 Raymond Williams, in his study The Country and the City, discusses the contrast 

between city and country, and dissects the pastoral form as a comment against modern 

capitalism and the expansion of territory that it produces.  The pastoral mirrors our 

perceptions of capitalist expansion.  Williams sets up various contrasts of the country and 

the city in literature through an in-depth analysis of various works and a discussion of 

historical background.  It is with this analysis that Williams sets up the various methods 

that characterize these two spheres, where the country dominates as tradition and the city 

represents the modern.  Williams writes, 

 On the country has gathered the idea of a natural way of life: of peace, innocence,  

and simple virtue.  On the city has gathered the idea of an achieved centre: of  

learning, communication, light.  Powerful hostile associations have also 

developed: on the city as a place of noise, worldiness and ambition; on the 
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country as a place of backwardness, ignorance, limitation.  A contrast between 

country and city, as fundamental ways of life, reaches back into classical times (1). 

This conflict creates negative and positive views of these two spheres of life.  Williams 

deduces that the representation of each sphere is wholly dependent on a few factors: the 

author, the time period, and the dominant feelings of society.  Pastoral becomes personal, 

and reliant on the ideas and situations the authors find themselves in.  There is always a 

conflict between the country and the city: exploitation on both sides; economic strife 

(capitalist vs. pre-capitalist); and nature vs. culture and education.  The invocation of this 

country-versus-city dynamic served multiple purposes, one of which was to celebrate 

feudal and aristocratic orders as a criticism of capitalism, which was seen as the 

promotion of exploitation of the country (Williams 35).  The pre-capitalist world is 

irretrievable and serves to augment the innocence of the rural (Williams 36, 46).  This 

country-versus-city dynamic is essential not only to understand the pastoral modes and 

their meanings in Southeast Asian texts, but also to develop an understanding of the 

Communist ideology of a “return to the country” and the implementation of re-education 

camps (death camps in Cambodia).  

 It is here that pastoral elements can be worked into US/Southeast Asian forms to 

address Oeur’s, Dinh’s and Huynh’s complicated descriptions of the land.  There has 

been precedent set for applying pastoral mode to non-Western cultures.  In the essay 

“Collins and the End of the Shepherd Pastoral,” Richard Eversole discusses the work of 

Robert Wood, who determined that he had found “specimens of pure pastoral” in Arab 

shepherd poetry (23).  Andrew Ettin argues that literature which is not visibly pastoral 

can be considered pastoral if it contains pastoral modes such as idyllic scene, harmony 

with nature, and conflict between city and country (66, 67, 68).  Ettin broadens our 

understanding of the pastoral, allowing general elements that are linked to specific 

pastoral conventions to define a work as pastoral.  This permits the removal of the 

pastoral from the Renaissance period and makes the form “movable.”  All the forms 

discussed in this study use traditional (historical and literary) pastoral elements: the 

invocation of a Golden Age and the idealization of nature.  Each of these elements is 

intended to serve as a contrast between reality and what it should be.  In the case of the 
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authors, pastoral elements are used to contrast life before and under Communism.  For 

the films by Anh Hung Tran, which will be discussed in Chapter Four, elements of the 

pastoral are used to compare the natural and old world of traditions with modern Viet 

Nam.   

 The study of Asian American literature has primarily dealt with Japanese, Chinese, 

Korean, and other north Asian cultures.  It was not until after the Fall of Saigon and into 

the 1980’s that Vietnamese American literature began to break into academics, while 

Cambodian American literature has barely entered academia.   The studies on 

Vietnamese American literature have focused mainly on identity, gender issues, racial 

issues, diasporic theory, and cultural conflict, as discussed in Renny Christopher’s The 

Viet Nam War/The American War and Monique Truong’s article “Vietnamese American 

Literature.”  While issues of diaspora identity and culture are inherently important in 

immigrant literature, because these texts deal with the war in Southeast Asia and life 

under oppressive systems, it is important to understand the conflict between authors and 

history and their attempts to find peace and reconcile with their past.  Implementing the 

pastoral mode in Southeast Asian texts expands and challenges our understanding of 

pastoral as genre, Asian-American literature as movement, the effects of colonialism, the 

war in Southeast Asia, and Southeast Asian cultural identity.  As a form, the pastoral 

takes on political and ideological form, serving to represent the prewar (pre-Modern in 

films) era as desired and lost temporality.  Reading the pastoral in Asian American 

literature and Asian film is important in voicing a lamentation for home, cultural identity, 

and tradition. 

 The invocation of a Golden Age and the idealization of nature and countryside, in 

order to oppose the Communist regimes and oppression, are used to create new modes of 

pastoral in Southeast Asian exile narratives and forms.  In invoking the Golden Age, 

Oeur, Dinh, Huynh, and Anh Hung Tran use images of traditions of culture, such as 

celebrations, folklore, religion, and art, to emphasize the destruction of Southeast Asian 

culture under oppressive forces.  In idealizing nature, the effects of war, re-education, and 

modernity are portrayed negatively in their destructive capabilities. 
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 Essentially, these narratives, to varying degrees, include the pastoral explicitly as 

a sign of aesthetic rendering.  Within the category of aesthetics, there is a constant 

tension between the sensual and reason.  Often aesthetics maintains that art exists for 

nothing but itself, seeking to appeal to the sensual as opposed to the rational.  Terry 

Eagleton discusses multiple critics who are skeptical of this dissociation of the sensual 

and rational and argue that it can not exist.  For instance, Kant disputes that feelings and 

sensations can not be surrendered to the subjective; they must be brought under the scope 

of reason (Eagleton 15).  Baumgarten’s work Aesthetica seeks to achieve a balance, 

arguing that “reason must find some way of penetrating the world of perception, but in 

doing so must not put at risk its own absolute power” (Eagleton 15).  Rousseau argued 

that feeling could not replace rational law (Eagleton 26), while Burke assumes that reason 

and art can not be separated, and argues that beauty is a social construction (Eagleton 52), 

“necessary for power, but does not itself contain it” (Eagleton 59).  

 While the possibility that sensations and reason can be divorced in art, so is the 

separation of art and politics.  Eagleton suggests: 

 The aesthetic, then, is from the beginning a contradictory, double-edged concept.   

 On the one hand, it figures as a genuinely emancipatory force – as a community  

 of subjects now linked by sensuous impulse and fellow-feeling rather than by  

 heteronomous law . . . On the other hand, the aesthetic . . . [inserts] social power  

 more deeply into the very bodies of those is subjugates, and so operating as a  

 supremely effective mode of political hegemony (28). 

With the pastoral mode, art and politics are not separated, as the very things that make the 

pastoral art are also used to criticize society.  The texts chosen for this study, moving 

from Oeur to Tran, seems to reveal a gradual but deliberate turn from an overtly political 

testimonial to a self-consciously artistic mode in the visual.  However, I argue that all of 

these texts are political in their aesthetics, as common objects are elevated above 

themselves to things of beauty within the texts.  Despite the occasional didactic nature of 

Tran's text, for instance, his work still contains aesthetic resonances that express 

important political messages, whiles Tran's films may be more formally aesthetic but are 

politically salient in a different, perhaps more understated way. My concern is to note 
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how in all of these instances, the pastoral figurations of the land, which are the principal 

site of aesthetics in these works, are suggesting a complex approach to the country-city 

tension.  Within these varied expressive narratives, the countryside can refer to a pre-

communist, pre-capitalist and capitalist stage in the development of a nation, as well as 

some combination of these stages.  The city too can be "pastorally" read as Tran's films 

complicate the tradition binary opposition between country and city.  The complex 

association of the nation to the land can in turn be located in the dynamic interplay of art 

and politics.  The phrase “re-educating the pastoral” in this project, then, is meant to call 

attention to the evolving national imaginings in these works, which cannot be reduced to 

the rise of modern industrialization.  Rather, these authors seek to find a new form of 

nationhood that struggles to be born in the aftermath of war that can account for the 

complexities of the multiple and contradictory conflicts in Southeast Asia.  To render this 

new political imagining of the nation into art is the challenge of these particular 

U.S./Southeast Asian works, and the pastoral is where these possibilities exist and 

emerge most dramatically. 

 In Chapter One, “Return to Angkor: Invoking the Golden Age in U Sam Oeur’s 

Sacred Vows,” the pastoral in Oeur’s poetry takes the form of both the invocation of a 

Golden Age and the idealization of nature.  Oeur is a Cambodian exile living in the 

United States, who survived Pol Pot’s killing fields and laments for a free and democratic 

Cambodia.  Oeur’s pastoral form is used to oppose the Khmer Rouge and its modes of 

subjugation (falsifying history, genocide, denying cultural and religious traditions, etc.) 

and all other oppressive forces in Cambodia’s history.  Oeur specifically invokes images 

and references to the Angkor Empire, a period of greatness in Khmer history.  Pre-Khmer 

Rouge natural landscapes are idealized, and Oeur uses them to juxtapose the destruction 

caused by the Communists.  He also adopts his own hybrid form of the pastoral, choosing 

poetry instead of prose, and writing in Khmer and English to share his testimony with his 

countrymen while delivering his story to an English-speaking world. 

 In Chapter Two, “Pastoral Myths of Pre-Colonial Viet Nam in Tran Van Dinh’s 

Blue Dragon White Tiger,” Dinh relays the story of a Vietnamese American who returns 

to his hometown of Hue
18

 during the war to be with his family.  As an expatriate in the 
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United States, Tran Van Minh
19

 is a professor and an anti-war protestor who is in a 

relationship with a white American woman.  While home, Minh helps the Viet Cong by 

becoming an administrator, supplying his knowledge of the United States and its civilians 

to Party intelligence.  Minh never officially joins the Communist party, and eventually 

returns to the United States because the Party does not fit his ideals.  Minh discovers that 

in joining the Party, he would be unfaithful to his identity as a Vietnamese and 

Vietnamese American.  Myth is an idyllic representation of history, incorporating the 

pastoral elements of a Golden Age and an idyllic landscape.  Minh uses traditional 

Vietnamese myths, folklore, and religious beliefs to oppose the Party’s inflexibility, 

denial of individuality (Minh must leave Viet Nam to be Vietnamese), straying from Ho’s 

ideology, and cold Ly (reason) without Tinh (feeling).  Minh emphasizes tradition and his 

father’s mythical ideals, using them as chapter introductions and reasons behind his 

decisions throughout the novel.   

 In Chapter Three, “Flight from the Fields: Re-education and the End of the 

Pastoral in Jade Ngoc Quang Huynh’s South Wind Changing,” the pastoral takes a 

dramatic turn.  Huynh’s narrative is autobiographical, and focuses on Viet Nam before 

the fall of Saigon and his experiences afterwards in Communist re-education camps.  

Huynh comes from a wealthy southern family, and has no qualms in reiterating his anti-

Communist sentiments, and it is because of this that the pastoral form changes to account 

for a rethinking of the country/city split following his experience of re-education under 

Communist rule.  Huynh invokes Golden Age imagery sparingly and idealizes the 

countryside where his family resides.  However, Huynh also idealizes the urban, which 

he indicates as the center for education.  The pastoral allows for the idealization of space 

to oppose the other, typically in the sense that the perfect countryside opposes the modern 

urban space.  For Huynh, this cannot occur.  The Communist credo calls for a return to 

the countryside, and in idealizing the rural space, Huynh would give power to the regime 

that he so clearly detests.  Instead, he idealizes a countryside pre-Communism, 

comparing it with a countryside that is harsh with places of re-education post-

Communism.  In idealizing urbanity as a place of enlightenment, he again opposes the 

enlightenment of a Communist regime which, in his view, does not value education.   
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 In the final chapter, “The Chaos of Urbanity: Creation of Pastoral Beauty in Anh 

Hung Tran’s Films,” The Scent of Green Papaya (1993), Vertical Ray of the Sun (2001), 

and Cyclo (1995) will be discussed.  The pastoral of these films is visual, a creation of a 

place of harmony and beauty amidst chaos and corruption of the modern urban world.  

With Green Papaya and Vertical Ray, nature is used to create this beautiful space.  In 

Green Papaya, nature is in the form of small objects: fish, frogs, papayas.  With Vertical 

Ray, it is countryside when this beauty exists.  There is also harmony in traditional 

cultural activities, such as the annual honoring of the parents.  In Cyclo, where despair 

and the seedy underworld of postwar Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City) are always visible, the 

beauty is in the harmony that the Tet celebration at the end creates.  And although there 

are still distasteful forces amidst (the pickpocket), the Vietnamese present at the Tet 

celebrations are able to forget their past and move on to a more harmonious life. 

 The pastoral form in these Southeast Asian narratives follow the basic elements of 

pastoral in order to lament for a past of tradition and cultural identity that has been 

destroyed by oppressive forms.  The Southeast Asian American authors experienced a 

nationalistic struggle which desired to free people from Imperialist structures.  With life 

under colonialism still fresh in their minds, these authors begin to see Imperialist modes 

of subjugation adopted by the same forces that fought for liberation to oppress.  Each 

author has his own view on a functional, traditional, and nationalistic form of government 

which the Communist regimes do not embody.  For Anh Hung Tran, it is a conflict 

between tradition and urbanity in modern times, both aestheticized in a cinematic sense, 

but tradition and nature are harmonious while urban decay is chaotic.   

 These narratives are indictments against violence, and the pastoral form is used to 

contradict the violence of war, capitalism, and Communism, which are destructive forces.  

The pastoral form continually idealizes, and with these narratives, there is a blend of 

reality and idealized myth.  Myth is historical in tradition, reminding the authors of their 

mythic “background” and a sense of what went wrong.  History is questioned by myth, 

just as the current political state of Southeast Asia is questioned by the narratives with 

their use and revision of the pastoral form. 
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1
 Other than the works cited in this study, there are many works dedicated to the Vietnam 

War.  For an exhaustive study on the historical aspects of Viet Nam’s various wars of the 

twentieth century, see Phillip B. Davidson’s Vietnam at War.  Not only America’s war in 

Viet Nam is discussed, but also the war with France.  For an overview of the struggle in 

Viet Nam from 1954-1975, see Anthony James Joes’ The War for South Viet Nam.  For 

an overview of Viet Nam, including some cultural discussion and brief history in addition 

to discussion of the wars with France and America, see D.R. SarDesai’s Vietnam: Past 

and Present.  For more information on the struggle in Cambodia, emphasis on the 

Vietnam War and the Civil War, see Chang Pao-Min’s Kampuchea Between China and 

Vietnam, which focuses on politics and ideologies, and Wilfred P. Deac’s Road to the 

Killing Fields, which provides historical information on the Cambodian Civil War, 

America’s involvement, and the ensuing Khmer Rouge holocaust.  Hugh Higgins’ work 

Vietnam takes a different approach than most historical studies in that his purpose is to 

extend Noam Chomsky’s anti-war and educational efforts, emphasizing the motives 

behind the North Vietnamese leaders and their objectives after Saigon fell in 1975.  

Higgins argues that by studying the motives of these leaders, from their struggle with 

France and into the 1970s, it is clear that they are not “puppets of Moscow” or intent on 

conquering Indochina.  However, Higgins seems to dispute the stories of Huynh and 

various other refugees that experienced re-education camps, claiming that they were labor 

camps that were strictly for political study and reconstruction.  Higgins seems to argue 

that the accusations of torture and inhumane treatment are incorrect, and most prisoners 

were set free within a matter of days.  For studies on the history and usage of the Ho Chi 

Minh Trail specifically, see John Prados’ The Blood Road and Richard L. Stevens’ The 

Trail.  Stevens argues that the U.S. would have lost the war in Viet Nam no matter what 

tactics they chose.  He goes through those various tactics in the beginning and why they 

would not have worked.  His main argument stems from the importance of the Ho Chi 

Minh Trail, and that essentially the U.S. troops were fighting against nature more than the 

North Vietnamese enemy.  Prados work takes a more historical and strategic approach, 

going into lengths to discuss the Trail’s history and the military strategies employed by 

both Americans, French, and North Vietnamese in relation to the Trail.  Finally, John 

Lewallen has done a study on deforestation and American military strategies in Viet Nam 

in Ecology of Devastation: Indochina.  Lewallen does not only discuss the effect on the 

ecology that the war created, but also the consequences on the cultures of Viet Nam.  

Lewallen argues that ecological destruction, specifically by war and construction, is a 

major factor in the downfall of cultures and empires. 
2
 For more information on the mass immigration of Southeast Asians to foreign shores, 

see Ronald Takaki’s Strangers From a Different Shore and Sucheng Chan’s Asian 

Americans: An Interpretive History.  Both provide historical background for the necessity 

of immigration from Southeast Asia, as well as the methods used to escape and the 

process of immigration.  Carol Daglish focuses primarily on the history of Vietnamese 

“boat people” and addresses why they left, the routes they took, and the different places 

they resettled, and proposes socioeconomic breakdowns.  William T. Liu provides a 
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statistical analysis of Vietnamese refugees in Transition to Nowhere.  Liu outlines the 

meaning of a refugee, the policies that determine refugee status, and the process of 

becoming a refugee, with emphasis on the Vietnamese situation.  The Vietnamese 

refugee influx differs from other waves in the large numbers that left.  Steven J. Gold in 

Refugee Communities explains why the Vietnamese refugees are different than other 

waves, comparing it against the Soviet Jews.  Gold focuses on these two groups in his 

study, interviewing various displaced people and analyzing their ability to integrate into 

the American community while keeping ties to their culture.  Darrel Montero in 

Vietnamese Americans: Patterns of Resettlement and Socioeconomic Adaptation in the 

United States takes a similar approach as Gold, discussing how refugees adapted to their 

new lives.  Finally, since not all Southeast Asians took refuge in the United States, Elliot 

L. Tepper compiled a series of essays dedicated to refugees who settled in Canada.  
3
 Tran Van Dinh, for instance, argues that the U.S. presence in Viet Nam coincides with 

French occupation and military control of the region.  The U.S. also funded a large 

portion of France’s war against the Viet Minh.    
4
 Truman stated: “I believe that it must be the policy of the United States to support free 

peoples who are resisting attempted subjugation by armed minorities or by outside 

pressures.” 
5
 Japan took over France’s territories as an occupying power during World War II. 

6
 The elections were to be held for the reunification of Viet Nam, according to the 

Geneva agreement, in 1956.  At the time of the proposed elections, Ho Chi Minh was 

seen as a war hero because of his victory over the French and had gained in popularity 

and support.  Fearing that the elections would cause the demise of the U.S.’s plans of a 

new world order for their economic benefit, the U.S. and the South Vietnamese canceled 

the elections, opting to continue with the division along the 17
th

 parallel.   
7
 The Indochina Communist Party (ICP) supported their Cambodian Communist brethren, 

the Khmer Rouge.   
8
 This includes Ieng Sary, Khieu Samphan, Hou Yuon, and Pol Pot, all major figures in 

the Khmer Rouge’s rise to power and the implementation of the “killing fields.” 
9
 Oeur is anti-Communist and wishes for a democratic Cambodia that keeps its traditional 

ties and values.  Tran Van Dinh, claiming that his novel is partly autobiographical, could 

be considered a Communist sympathizer, mainly because he believed in Ho Chi Minh’s 

message of peace and wished for reunification.  However, since the disclaimer states 

“partly autobiographical,” it is hard to discern where Dinh’s political views lie.  Jade 

Ngoc Quang Huynh is fiercely anti-Communist and takes the opportunity to state his 

hatred whenever possible in South Wind Changing. 
10

 A term Plato used: the final step in creating a perfect city is the rustication of all that 

are tainted by the “old ways.” 
11

 A Paris-educated leader of the Democratic Kampuchea. 
12

 Welaratna’s study serves as a testimony of the survivors of Pol Pot’s killing fields.  In 

Welaratna’s study, the survivors’ stories of torture, genocide, and the destruction of 

country and culture, serve as witness to the holocaust. 
13

 Photographs were taken of executed prisoners so that the upper level comrades had 

proof of execution.  Interrogators and torturers kept notes and documented each 
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interrogation and detailed each form of torture.  Prisons also kept execution orders, 

execution requests, and permission forms for torture. 
14

 For more information on Pol Pot’s life, politics, and rise and fall from power, David P. 

Chandler’s Brother Number One is a valuable source. 
15

 Rey Chow has a similar argument in relation to China in Writing Diaspora, suggesting 

that the absence of an imperialist power does not mean there is no exploitation of people 

by a colonizer.  In reference to China, the Chinese government often concerned their 

policies in relation to international trade and international opinion.  The exploitation of 

the people, specifically with Tiananmen Square, shows how the Chinese government has 

become the colonizer (8-9). 
16

 Noam Chomsky is important in discussing struggle in relation to Indochina and the 

American desire to serve as leader in Asia.  His study At War With Asia analyzes the role 

of anti-Communist rhetoric in establishing U.S. dominance in Asia, and comparing it 

with Japanese and French occupation.  Jack Yeager extends the discussion of local 

struggle in Viet Nam with The Vietnamese Novel in French: A Literary Response to 

Colonialism.  Yeager argues that in appropriating the French language, Vietnamese 

authors express their alienation from Vietnamese culture that French occupation creates, 

and produces cultural conflict and becomes a method of struggle against colonialism. 
17

 All the refugee authors write in English except for U Sam Oeur, who writes in both 

Khmer and English. 
18

 It is important to note that Hue is the traditional Vietnamese imperial city. 
19

 The novel is admittedly partially autobiographical, so the names are very similar. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

 

RETURN TO ANGKOR:  

INVOKING THE GOLDEN AGE IN U SAM OEUR’S SACRED VOWS 

 

 

 

 

 U Sam Oeur, author of the collection of poems Sacred Vows, lived and 

experienced the harsh life under Pol Pot and the Khmer Rouge.  His poetry describes life 

before and during the wars in Southeast Asia, movement to and experiences in the labor 

camps of the “killing fields,” and forced exile in the United States.  Oeur’s poetry is filled 

with references to the Angkor Empire (802 – 1431) and “uses myths, stories, and 

prophecies of tradition” (McCullough iii).  Oeur invokes the Golden Age of Angkor and 

uses idyllic language to describe nature in a unique pastoral form.  The pastoral is often 

used as a means to express social and political criticism, and Oeur uses his poetic 

language to resist Pol Pot’s claim that the Angkor Empire has now become Democratic 

Kampuchea,
1
 and to reclaim Cambodia from the genocidal Khmer Rouge.  For Oeur, the 

Angkor Empire represents the high point of Cambodia’s culture and education, where 

religions and mythology are intermixed with politics, and this era represents a period of 

peace and a model of society to reclaim.  Oeur envisions a radical new Cambodia that is 

modeled on the Angkor Empire but incorporates modern era elements of democracy and 

capitalism which allows for freedom from oppression.  Pastoral content of elevated 

language is used to describe nature along with reference to the Golden Age, which serves 

as an indictment of the rule of the Khmer Rouge, expresses desire for radical change, and 

reconnects the Khmer people to their history.  Oeur also uses pastoral form to associate 

nature with the Angkor Empire and to promote traditional Cambodian culture.   

 Oeur’s main means of political criticism is to invoke the Golden Age, which is 

created by blending religion and mythology.  Although the Angkor Empire differs from 

the conventional pastoral content of the Golden Age in its depiction of classical Mt. 
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Olympus or Eden, Oeur does follow a distinct pastoral mode concerning the Golden Age.  

Mythology often had multiple purposes in cultures, such as explaining natural 

phenomenon and the natural world.
 2
  Traditional pastoral used classical mythology 

which not only explained nature but also gave objects their names.  Mythology, like 

religion, provides a strong basis for culture and explains a society’s connection to the 

land.  Myths often used idyllic language, similar to the pastoral form, in order to elevate 

culture.  Just as myths elevated culture, so did the pastoral with its Golden Age. 

 The symbolic reference of a Golden Age held multiple schematics: to show the 

opposite image of the society that creates it (Cooper 2) as an “ironic medium for 

describing human suffering” (Cooper 4); as a compliment in its assertion of a return and 

as a “devastating political or social criticism” to contrast “what might have been with 

what actually was” (Cooper 4).  Mythology often represented a Golden Age, and for Oeur 

myth and religion are seemingly interchangeable, as figures of religion play roles in 

cultural myths.  As the pastoral form became more prevalent in England, Christianity was 

used to invoke a Golden Age and an idyllic landscape with Eden.  Cooper identifies and 

defines two versions of the Golden Age: the classical and the Christian.  The classical is 

“that perfect age in the history of the world that might yet be recovered under . . . wise 

rule” (6).  In the Christian form, the writer looks to Paradise (Eden and Heaven) to equate 

a Golden Age.  Cooper argues that “the pastoral image, the life enjoyed by the first age of 

mankind, the image chosen by Christ as His own symbol, offered a way of expressing 

Christian man’s highest aspirations and his keenest longings” (6).  Cooper also breaks 

down various elements associated with the pastoral genre and provides their connection 

to Christian influence.  His argument is grounded in Virgil’s works, who argued “Paulo 

maiora eanamus” [Let us sing of somewhat greater things].  For Cooper, the major 

influence (non-vernacular) on pastoral images was the Bible, which dictated that “the 

herdsman’s first duty . . . is to look after his flock – to be a Good Shepherd” (6).
3
  To 

associate the shepherds of pastoral works with Christ is to show an ideal, which becomes 

“a social ideal based on the moral ground of responsibility” (Cooper 6).  In some forms, 

shepherds were used to educate, using the metaphor of the pastor in connecting “the 

simple pastoral life with the ethical ideal” (Cooper 72). 
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 Toliver extends the Christian ideal to idyllic nature, suggesting a reason to use 

idyllic nature beyond the country/city tension.
4
  Idyllic nature symbolizes Paradise, which 

“is both the ultimate object of contemplation and the most effective imaginable standard 

by which we measure contemporary civil and religious institutions” (42).  The temple 

(church) is also used to invoke Eden, as Toliver argues that “in the temple it is possible to 

re-create such an emblematic universe of symbols that look backward toward Eden and 

forward to paradise restored” (118).  The Golden Age in pastoral idealizes society and 

nature, representing a utopian harmony with nature and culture. 

 The invocation of classical mythology created a connection between culture and 

nature, and Eden was used to strengthen this connection.  For Oeur, the Angkor Empire 

was connected to nature, as the myths and beliefs prevalent at the time had ties to nature.  

Buddhism holds strong reverence to nature, teaching that all living things are sacred.  

Cambodian mythology also held nature as sacred, creating animal-like deities to protect 

cultural and natural resources, much of which was inherited from India in Theravada 

Buddhism.  The Angkor Empire allowed for the peaceful coexistence of multiple 

religions, as Hinduism and Buddhism developed side-by-side, forming a culture that used 

both for religious and cultural purposes (Zephir 31).  The beginning of the Angkor 

Empire is credited to Jayavarman II, who freed Cambodia from an Indonesian Kingdom 

(Zephir 40).  Many wats were built, including Angkor Wat, the epitome of Khmer 

architecture (Zephir 71-3).  All Khmer architecture is designed to represent a terrestrial 

image of a deity’s heaven home, placing the mythic as part of everyday Khmer culture 

(Zephir 50).  The king received mythic connections, as the Khmer used the concept of the 

God-King whose power was symbolized by the linga, a symbol that also represented 

Shiva’s
5
 creative power (Zephir 33).  During the Angkor Empire, art flourished, 

Buddhism grew in its importance, and there were unprecedented eras of peace and 

prosperity.  The Angkor Empire extended its boundaries beyond the modern boundaries 

of Cambodia.  It is this Angkor which Oeur invokes.  In this sense, Oeur’s invocation of 

Angkor as a Golden Age follows conventions of the pastoral in its mythic and religious 

connections, solidifying Angkor’s connection to the land. 
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 Just as Oeur symbolically uses Angkor to represent his desires for Cambodia, so 

does Pol Pot in his creation of a collective agrarian society.  As the Vietnam War 

wreaked havoc on Southeast Asia and Cambodia became a staging area of attack for both 

the Viet Cong and the Americans, Pol Pot began his plans “to turn the [Khmer] . . . into 

the raw materials for a colossal project of subjugation, sustained torture and terminal 

slaughter” (Barber 6).  As the American military quickly pulled out of Viet Nam, Pol 

Pot’s Khmer Rouge forces were breaking through Lon Nol’s army defending the 

Cambodian capital, Phnom Penh.  On 17 April 1975, Phnom Penh fell to the Khmer 

Rouge, and Pol Pot began his revolution against city-dwellers, the educated, and all 

possible dissidents who opposed his reign.  During Pol Pot’s rule, 1975-1978, Cambodia 

and her people, the Khmer,
6
 witnessed torture and genocide on a massive scale.  The 

death toll is estimated between 1.5 million to over three million, with the accepted 

number between one and a half to two million.  The Khmer Rouge revolutionaries 

“singled out for eradication army officers, bureaucratic functionaries, royalty, Western-

educated professionals, landowners, skilled laborers, Buddhist monks, and the Cham
7
 and 

Vietnamese-Khmer ethnic minorities” after they captured Phnom Penh and took power 

(Jackson 37).  People died from starvation, malnutrition, disease, execution, “smashing,” 

and Pol Pot’s infamous “killing fields.”  In justifying their actions, the revolutionaries 

compared themselves to the Angkorians, of the Angkor Empire.  Pol Pot had an immense 

desire to live up to his idols: Stalin and “the greatest of all Angkor emperors, the leprosy-

ridden despot Jayavarman VII” (Barber 124).   

 Pol Pot drew on the problems of the absolute monarchy to gain a following.  Into 

Prince Sihanouk’s reign, the ideas of the absolute monarchy and the Deva raja (God-king) 

that began during the Angkor Empire still existed.  However, the political structure of 

Sihanouk was such that the masses were exploited, power belonged to a small group of 

elite, and the agrarian and labor-intensive economy produced a low standard of living.  

The structure of the monarchy and politics were blamed for the poverty and strict 

hierarchal system.  Pol Pot used this to expel religion and tradition, blaming the educated 

for the country’s problems. 
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  Once the Khmer Rouge took power, libraries, bookstores, publishers, high 

schools and universities were closed, and there was an absence of historical texts 

available to the masses (Chandler 36-7).  Pol Pot took the opportunity to relay his version 

of Khmer history, rewriting the past while erasing it.  Oral versions of Khmer history, 

including versions of the Angkor Empire, were transmitted to the masses, and speakers 

encouraged the Khmer to reflect on history (Chandler 36-7).  Pol Pot referred to the 

Angkor Empire in multiple speeches, calling the Angkor Empire a form of “primitive 

communism.”  This term was used repeatedly in Pol Pot’s speeches to justify creating a 

Socialist state and enslaving the Khmer.  In a speech made in September 1977, Pol Pot 

uses the Angkor monuments to justify slavery and a Socialist state:  “Long ago, there was 

Angkor.  Angkor was built in the era of slavery. . .  If our people can make Angkor, they 

can make anything”(Qtd. in Chandler 44).  The constant references to the Angkor Empire 

not only provide a template to parallel Democratic Kampuchea with the Angkor Empire, 

but also provided a sketch of what Khmers should aspire to.  Pol Pot wanted not only to 

connect Angkor with Democratic Kampuchea, but also to erase the Khmer past with Year 

Zero and construct Angkor as in the present.  The Khmer had no access to historical texts, 

and had very little capacity to determine the truth of their history.  The Khmer Rouge 

exploited the tradition of Angkor to represent the collective capacities of ordinary people 

and supply a model of exemplary behavior and national greatness. 

 Pol Pot was a brutal tyrant, laying waste to the countryside, culture and 

Cambodian people, as he annhilated approximately one-third of Cambodia’s population.  

In targeting the educated and city-dwellers, Pot also targeted education, writing and 

culture, eradicating them from Cambodia.  He also planned the eradication of religion, 

executing monks and attempting to destroy the temple complexes (Wats).
8
  While the 

Cham were targeted because they were a minority, their religion was completely 

eliminated, as all of their written material was destroyed and religious leaders executed 

(Mydans 8).  Pol Pot wanted to destroy all things he viewed as a threat to his reign and 

vision.  He sought after a uniform society, dictating all aspects of society down to the 

black pajamas every Cambodian was required to wear.  All of this uniformity was 
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intended to make Cambodians “form one great collective, united in their revolutionary 

ambitions” (Barber 144). 

 While rewriting the Khmer past, the Khmer Rouge specifically referred to aspects 

of the Angkor Empire to reinforce their assertion to greatness.  The Khmer Rouge used 

the images and myths of the Angkor era for propaganda.  As John Marston explains, 

 The Khmer Rouge evoked the era of the Angkor empire in their imagery.  In 

 subtle ways, they drew on conceptions of traditional Khmer relations within the  

 family and, perhaps, aspects of Buddhism.  They certainly drew on the experience  

 of war in the immediate past.  The function of the metaphor is, of course, that of a  

 mechanism to transform the past into something serviceable in the present, not  

 just repeat it (117).  

While Karl D. Jackson argues that the Khmer Rouge had no intent to return to the 

“pastoral simplicity of the Angkor era of Cambodian greatness”(58), the Khmer Rouge 

did use the Angkor era as a means to validate their actions.  The Angkor Empire became 

a rallying point for nationalist sentiment and a symbol of the revolution.  Angkor inspired 

the revolutionaries to achieve greatness.   

Despite Pot’s hatred of religion, he used Angkor Wat, a religious structure, as a 

symbol of Democratic Kampuchea, hoping to draw a parallel “between the glories of the 

new regime and those of Angkor” (Marston 108).  Angkor Wat was built in the first half 

of the twelfth century as the state temple of Suryavarman II and with intent to provide a 

sense of national pride.  Watercolors, oil paintings, and photographs of Angkor Wat were 

displayed in public places in Democratic Kampuchea (Burgler 59).  An image of the 

ruins of Angkor Wat was featured on the flag of Democratic Kampuchea (Chandler 45).  

The Khmer Rouge utilized images of Angkor Wat to correlate the representation of 

national pride and Khmer greatness with their party.   

Angkor is not seen, moreover, as a “wonder of the world” or as an example of 

mankind’s capacities. It is seen, instead, as a purely national event, and sui 

 generis, forming part of what a recent Democratic Kampuchea publication 

 referred to as the “essentially endogenous” character of Cambodian  

history (Chandler 35). 
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While using Angkor Wat as a Khmer Rouge symbol, Pot was contradicting his image of 

Democratic Kampuchea as he attempted to eradicate all elements of religion, including 

Angkor Wat. 

 The clearest contradiction between Democratic Kampuchea and the Angkor 

Empire occurs with public works and agricultural reform: irrigation.  The Khmer Rouge 

also used irrigation as propaganda to equate their party to the Angkor era.  While the 

Khmer Rouge was in power, the government took on large projects for irrigation.  Pol Pot 

claimed that one-third of all agricultural land had been irrigated (Twining 145).  Despite 

the evidence of an ineffective system, the Khmer Rouge led people to believe their 

system surpassed what was previously there.  Propaganda depicting small pumps was 

used as symbols for irrigation (Twining 146).  Ieng Sary’s wife, Social Action Minister 

Ieng Thirith, reported to a woman’s group in Laos, “Our people have been able to solve 

their food problem and produce sufficient rice for their own needs.  Our people’s living 

conditions have been greatly improved” because of the irrigation system (Qtd. in Twining 

146).
9
   An improvement in the irrigation system was necessary because one of Pol Pot’s 

plans for Cambodia included a massive increase in food production as each year went by.  

However, as more people were killed under Pol Pot’s reign, the expected crop yield 

increased, forcing longer workdays on those laboring.  But Pol Pot was executing the 

“microbes” as such an expedient rate that there was not enough people to satisfy the 

growing expectant crop yield.   

 Instead of a collective agrarian society comparable to Angkor that successfully 

sustained itself devoid of outside help, Cambodia became a wasteland decimated by 

overproduction, poor public planning, and mass graves.  Throughout Phnom Penh, the 

Khmer Rouge cadres arranged “the individual skulls into great collective pyramids of 

death, as monuments to Pot’s annhilatory will and his glorious triumph” (Barber 165).  

By the end of 1977, Cambodia’s drainage system began to crumble (Barber 169).  By the 

end of Pol Pot’s reign, Cambodia was a smoldering wasteland: 

 its depopulated cities, their boulevards still strewn with the now-skeletal remains  

 of the inhabitants who had been summarily executed on 17 April 1975; with its  

 cities’ outlying, over-packed slaughter-zones, . . . where endless swathes of blind- 
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 folded skulls and broken bones now forced their way out of the black earth; and  

 with its rural areas, where the vast burial pits of the overworked ex-urban  

 inhabitants had been only nonchalantly covered-over by their peasant tormentors.   

 Cambodia itself now comprised one immense anatomical violation – a black void  

 of cruelty, scarred by countless acts of atrocity, still smouldering noxiously with  

 the residues of U.S. napalm and bacteriological weaponry, and held together only  

 by the accumulation of its endless quantities of shattered skulls (Barber 173). 

While decimating the countryside, Pol Pot continuously reinforced his belief that he was 

resurrecting Angkor. 

 Pol Pot separated politics and the leadership position from religion, culture, and 

tradition, and set out to create an atheistic, agrarian and moral society free from all 

corruptions.  Pol Pot desired to resurrect the Angkor Empire, hoping to make Cambodia a 

powerful country that even the U.S. and Great Britain revered.  He also wanted to 

distance Cambodia from “the corruption of the rest of the world,” instituting a new 

method of time
10

 and a map of Democratic Kampuchea that had surrounding countries 

blacked out (Barber 141).  In doing so, Pot wanted to follow in the footsteps of 

Jayavarman VII, a tyrannical Khmer king who ruled a vast empire until he was 90 

(Barber 124).  Pol Pot invoked the Angkor Empire religiously, adopting symbols, 

references in speeches, and in his choice of names.  As Barber points out, Khmer Rouge 

and Kampuchea both invoke the Angkor period (130, 144).  Pot lays claim to Angkor’s 

imperial legacy, yet Oeur’s nostalgia for the Angkor Empire forms a vision of a new 

democratic Cambodia rooted in the cultural renaissance of the Angkor tradition.   

 Oeur’s vision of a new Cambodia is rooted in the Angkor Empire, and unlike Pol 

Pot’s Democratic Kampuchea, it closely follows Angkor tradition.  In “Sacred Vows,” 

Oeur displays his belief in Angkor Wat and his culture to rise above the Khmer Rouge 

holocaust:  “I promise to offer alms to my fathers/ at Angkor Wat to lift the curse/ from 

Cambodia” (85).  Oeur wishes for a Cambodia where religions mix freely, culture and 

traditions are preserved, and there is peace between Cambodia’s neighbors and people.  

But Oeur does not want to completely revert back to Angkor.  Instead, he wants 

Cambodia to be a democracy and its importance to him as Cambodia’s salvation is 
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exhibited in the poem, “May the God Democracy Resurrect Cambodia.”  In this poem, 

democracy is traced to Gautama, the Buddha, who “preached it/ with great clarity: 

indivisibility/ is the discipline of the group” (199).  Oeur connects democracy to Angkor 

ideals, making it part of Cambodia’s history.  The pastoral form is not only used to 

lament the past, but is revised to express hope for the future. 

 Oeur’s Golden Age resists Angkor associations to Democratic Kampuchea, 

enlisting pastoral form to condemn Pol Pot and create a new vision of Cambodia.  The 

image of Oeur’s new Cambodia is one free from oppression, democratic, and has a deep 

connection and reverence for culture.  Oeur sees democracy as the only means to protect 

Cambodia, stating,  

 she [democracy] could discriminate between peace and pitfalls then vanquish the  

 enemies – 

 she would govern the country by letting [his] people raise their voices 

 in her defense (201). 

Democracy would also  

 help Cambodians reunite; 

 let them rejoin their families, let them live as equals, 

 let them live in peace (201). 

Oeur also wanted Cambodia to rediscover its connection to culture and the land that the 

Angkor Empire emphasized, and with the intermixing of the modern, the Cambodian 

people would no longer be encumbered by their past (McCullough iii). 

 Oeur values culture and uses the pastoral form to elevate Khmer culture with 

Golden Age imagery, making the Angkor Empire a sacred time and place, similar to the 

treatment of the countryside into Eden.  Oeur uses the Angkor Empire to understand the 

relationship between culture and nature.  For Oeur, nature and the land are important to 

the roots of culture, as religion and mythology, which defines the Golden Age in the 

pastoral form, are connected to the land in their beliefs and figures.  Destroying the land, 

as the Khmer Rouge did, is not only an affront to nature but also to culture. 

 There are multiple ways besides the invocation of a Golden Age that Oeur’s 

poetry collection fits into the pastoral form.  Oeur uses nature as a political allegory, 
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incorporating the pastoral form of using nature as criticism.  But instead of criticizing an 

exploitative industrial city, Oeur is using nature and how it no longer follows a natural 

order to condemn the Khmer Rouge and their engineering of a collective agrarian society.  

In “Intda’s Prophecy 1,” various military factions and figures are represented by animals: 

crayfish (Lon Nol group), white egrets (Viet Cong), cobra (Pol Pot), buffalo (Pol Pot’s 

followers), blackcrows and tigers (Khmer Rouge), gray egrets (Lon Nol regime), and 

bulls (Hun Sen government).  In making animals political allegory, Oeur is giving power 

to nature and its importance to civilization.  The poem situates the Vietnam War 

(“Thunder in the East”) and its effects on Cambodia.  The early signs of the destruction 

of the natural order by the Khmer Rouge begin to appear as “blackcrows carry off figs to 

disseminate over the land” (3).  Figs are representative of Communism, which is a deadly 

ideology in Oeur’s mind.  On a literal level, birds become responsible for the deaths of 

the Khmer, showing the disintegration of the natural order.  The she-tiger, who hides in 

the jungle, leaves her home to “squelch the wildfire,” a self-sacrificing attribute not akin 

to animals (3).  “Intda’s Prophecy 2” continues with images of nature being out of synch, 

as Oeur writes, “Have you noticed that the lakes have dried up?/ That there’s been a 

drought and all the fish have died?”(7).  The animals sacrifice their young, as “monkeys 

throw their offspring to the tigers/ as delicacies” (7).  In “Exodus,” “The ground was 

dried and cracked” (47).  Animals become completely out of synch with their natural 

habitats: 

 And now everything goes haywire: 

 the crocodiles are drowning in the rivers.  

 Do you know that fish are afraid of lakes, 

 and baby tigers are afraid of their mothers, and others afraid of fish. 

 Eels are afraid of mud, egrets afraid of ponds (7, 9). 

These images oppose Pol Pot’s utopia, and instead depict a land that is unable to sustain 

itself, much less the Khmer people.  Oeur also denounces the Khmer Rouge for their 

inability to provide for their countrymen as ruling parties should, stating, “Even water 

buffalo take care of their own offspring” (57).  Water buffalo, while being domestic 

animals, plays into Oeur’s ideas of natural order.  Taking care of dependents is not only 
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humane and respectable, but also part of the natural order of things.  The disruption of 

natural order has permeated into social order, where “people ate each other; parents were 

terrified of their children” (155). 

 While images of nature are part of the poetry’s language, the elevated details and 

descriptions of the Angkor Empire connects Oeur’s work to both the Golden Age and 

idyllic nature characteristic of the pastoral form.  With Angkor, culture and the land are 

mutually innervating, and the elevated language of the Golden Age elevates culture and 

nature.  The poetry itself also strengthens the connection of Angkor to culture and nature. 

 The Khmer culture has a strong tradition of poetry (Thompson 539), and poems 

are typically chanted in monotone (McCullough iii), similar to Buddhist chanting.  There 

are forty-six set forms in Khmer poetry, which Oeur adheres to, mainly (McCullough iii).  

The poetic form that Oeur uses is called Lpaen (narrative poetry), and Jacob characterizes 

the majority of poems to be jatak (previous lives of the Buddha) (36).  While many of 

these poems deal with the animal reincarnations of the Buddha and his connection to 

nature, they also showcase the author’s talent by using nature.  According to Jacob, when 

describing nature, “the whole aim of the poet, as he produces more or less a series of 

names, first of plants, then of animals, sometimes of birds and finally of fish, is to create 

a pleasant sound” (40).  For the Cambodian poet, nature is equated with peace and is a 

major component of Khmer culture.  In fact, the set forms of Khmer poetry are named 

after creatures of nature, such as “the creeping snake” or “the hopping crow” (Shinn).  

For Oeur, Walt Whitman epitomizes this concept of using nature as poetic language to 

create idyllic images.
11

  As McCullough notes, he and Oeur were translating “Song of 

Myself” into Khmer (iii).  Oeur intentionally draws a parallel between his work and 

Whitman’s, using Whitman’s poetry in his own.  Walt Whitman used nature as language 

and deeply romanticized nature.  Whitman’s poetry, in depicting nature for society, 

depends on the interdependence of nature and culture.  Oeur’s poetry, in its form, content 

and inspiration also produces that exchange.  But in this combination, the elements of 

Angkor that Oeur values are readily apparent.  The landscape, as already noted, was 

decimated and Pol Pot forbade all aspects of Khmer culture.  Oeur had to destroy all of 

his manuscripts in order to spare himself from immediate execution.  In their genocidal 
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ambitions and utopian engineering, the Khmer Rouge destroyed not only nature and 

culture, but also the connection between the two, which is an affront to Oeur’s vision of a 

new Cambodia. 

 Oeur’s methods of writing his poetry is also indicative of his image of Cambodia. 

The poems are originally written in Khmer, allowing for easier access for the 

Cambodians.  However, Oeur translates his poetry to English, which allows for a larger 

audience to learn of the Khmer Rouge atrocities and the Cambodian culture.
12

  

Translating in English gave the opportunity for children of Cambodian refugees living in 

the United States and various other countries a means to reconnect with their history and 

culture.  This ability to reconnect to Khmer history and culture is important for Oeur’s 

vision of a new Cambodia.  In the act of writing, Oeur is resisting the validity of Pot’s 

Angkor-inspired Kampuchea, where writing and books were outlawed.
13

  Writing in 

English is also symbolic; it gives Oeur the freedom to tell his story, whereas writing in 

Khmer would not.  English also symbolizes America, which values democracy and 

individuality, both which were stripped away in Democratic Kampuchea.  In symbolizing 

America, English mixed with the Khmer language also embodies Oeur’s dream of 

Cambodia as a concomitantly traditional and modern democratic society. 

 Finally, Oeur uses temples to represent and connect nature and culture, as well as 

uniting Oeur’s poetry to the pastoral.  As mentioned earlier, the church or temple is 

emblematic of Eden and Paradise in pastorals.  Mircea Eliade supports this idea, stating 

that “the church is conceived as [reproducing] Paradise or the celestial world” (61).  The 

wats of Cambodia are no different, as their architecture physically mimics the cosmos 

and Khmer religious and mythological geography.  The temple is also a living space, as 

moss grows over the walls and nature and religion coexist.  The temple itself is also 

living, as the bas-reliefs on the walls depict not only mythological and religious activities, 

but also daily activities of the Khmer people.  Activities such as fishing, harvesting, 

farming, etc., are depicted and for the Khmer, agrarian life is sacred and idealized.  These 

images on temple walls also connect the Khmer to their Angkor heritage, as the activities 

of the Angkor Empire are still practiced in modern Cambodia, and the destruction of wats 

serves as an attempt to completely sever the Khmer from their culture. 
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 Oeur’s mythological and religious invocations are not restricted to temples and 

religious symbols, but also to deities. The Angkorians had an intricate and sophisticated 

irrigation system of dykes, reservoirs, and drainage.  The importance of water to 

Cambodia’s welfare made it material wealth, and a deity was chosen to protect it: the 

Naga, or serpent.  The Naga symbolizes prosperity and guards a treasure underground, 

which is the water in subterranean irrigation.  The Naga is one aspect that connects 

Cambodian culture to nature.  Water is necessary for Cambodia to survive, and the 

devastation of the countryside by the Khmer Rouge produces a struggle for water and 

Cambodia’s survival.  This struggle for survival, symbolized by Naga, is dramatized in 

the poem, “The Dispute for the Possession of Naga.”  This poem is based on a traditional 

Angkor myth,
14

 which Oeur adopts to represent the struggle. 

 Nevertheless, Devalokas
15

 rush to grasp the tail of Naga, 

 while demons pull roughly at its head; 

 at the same time, Vishnu
16

 turns himself into a turtle 

 which holds up Muontara Mountain on its back. 

 The dispute for the possession of Naga 

 causes Muontara Mountain 

 to rotate and churn in the Sea of Milk
17

 

 until it turns to Amrita(Oeur 11). 

While this myth directly evokes the struggle between the non-Communist countries of 

Southeast Asia (Devalokas) and the Khmer Rouge (demons) for the Khmers, it can also 

be an allusion to the struggle of the Khmers for their independence and national identity, 

which assures their survival.  In depicting the Khmers and the non-Communist countries 

as angels, Oeur is using the basic fight of good versus evil, indicating the Devalokas will 

win.  The Naga, in Khmer myth, is the father of the Khmer race.
18

  In winning Naga, the 

Khmers will regain their country and national identity.  Not only is this an epitomized 

struggle for independence, but it is also a Khmer creation myth, suggesting the rebirth of 

Cambodia and the Khmer people. 

 Besides the temple and Naga, there are also multiple references to religion, 

invoking both Hindu and Buddhist beliefs as the two are intermixed in Theravada 
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Buddhism.  Although Oeur is Buddhist, he acknowledges the importance of Hinduism in 

the creation of Khmer culture.  In recognizing the significance of both, Oeur is paying 

homage to the freedom of religion that the Empire exercised.  Oeur refers to the “Three 

Gems” of Buddhism
19

 in several poems, specifically “Nightmare,” “Water Buffalo Cobra 

and the Prisoner of War,” “I Try to Survive For My Nation,” and “May My Sacred Vows 

Come True.”  He alludes to the Hindu Trilogy
20

 and various deities in others.  In “Lunar 

Enchantment,” Oeur mentions Reahou, a giant who plays with Vishnu’s magic wheel 

(179).  Oeur evokes the Naga frequently, which is derived from Indian legend that the 

Khmer adopted into their culture.  The mention of amrita in “The Dispute for the 

Possession of Naga” is another reference to Hinduism.  Amrita is the liquid of 

immortality, specific to Hinduism.  The “devas” and “devalokas” mentioned in Oeur’s 

poetry are Gods and angels of the Hindu religion.  The names of historical figures that 

Oeur alludes to are mainly kings and warriors, such as King Indravarman III and General 

Rang Sei, an epic hero of Angkor.  But even though Oeur cherishes religious tolerance, 

there is no room for atheism, which he equates with Pol Pot. 

 While Oeur uses pastoral modes and content to resist Pol Pot’s claims to Angkor, 

he also directly compares Angkor to Democratic Kampuchea to show how they are not 

alike.  Oeur and Pol Pot have opposing visions of Cambodia, and Oeur’s poetry shows 

how his vision will bring Cambodia to greatness while Pol Pot’s vision brings destruction. 

Oeur describes Cambodia as “Vast and glorious in the past,/ eclipsed and duped these 

days” (11).  Oeur gives the title “Kingdom of Hell” to the section concerning his poetry 

about Pol Pot’s reign.  Instead of being a part of a great empire, the Khmers “are in Hell: 

children, elders, men, women” (77).  Life under the Khmer Rouge compels Oeur’s “plea 

to die” (97), preferring to “be burned alive” (41) rather than be enslaved.  The landscape 

of Democratic Kampuchea is a depiction of Hell, with “corpses float[ing] face up, face 

down in the Bassac River” (47).  The Krasang tree, originally “green,/ [bearing] fruit for 

the soup of all the villagers” is “withered, its thorns/ adorned with the hair of babies” and 

“surrounded/ by babies’ skeletons” (115) during the Khmer Rouge’s government.  Even 

at the end of Pol Pot’s reign, massacres are still occurring, embedding themselves in 

Oeur’s, and Cambodia’s, memory.  The amount of corpses and skeletons that Oeur has 
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seen permanently stains his vision of Cambodia, “the smell of blood [stays] with [him]” 

and he sees “rice husks spread over blood a meter deep” (117).  After the Khmer Rouge 

is overthrown, Oeur responds to their time period as “the gloomy past” and Khmers will 

now be “removed from/ misery, disdain, and at last we will/ stand ‘where the white gem 

of our bright star will cast’” (145).  Oeur’s depiction of Democratic Kampuchea as 

“Hell,” as opposed to a great kingdom, undermines the Khmer Rouge’s intent to associate 

themselves with the Angkor Empire. 

 The ultimate contradiction that is illustrated is in the suffering of the Khmer 

people.  Oeur pleas to his “God-Father” to alleviate the Khmers from suffering.   

 “Look at Cambodia!  Liberate my people! 

 They are in Hell: children, elders, men, women. 

 Oh, God, free us from agony and fear” (Oeur 77).  

Oeur’s “God-Father” suggests a deity, which appears to be the only figure that can 

dispose of the Khmer Rouge, emphasizing the suffering of the Khmers and the isolation 

and lack of aid from other countries.  The Khmer Rouge are cruel, throwing “patients 

through hospital windows/ (women in labor and the lame), drove tanks/ over them then 

bulldozed them under” (47).  Oeur also depicts genocide by the Khmer Rouge: 

 The Blackcrow soldiers
21

 blasted everyone 

 without distinction: male, female, the elders, 

 pregnant women, children; they didn’t care. 

 They shot even the monks, the prettiest girls (49). 

Specifying that monks were killed insinuates the complete removal of religion from 

Khmer life.  He denounces this separation and uses his poetry and its form to return to the 

Angkor ideal of society.   

 In order for Cambodia to return to the prominence of Angkor, Oeur argues that a 

mix of tradition and modern life are necessary.  Oeur’s poetic form attributes to the 

pastoral and his view of a future Cambodia.  His poetry blends free verse and Khmer 

poetic forms.  For Oeur, America in many ways represents “modernity” and Angkor 

denotes “tradition.”  Oeur contends that Cambodia must adopt modern democracy in 

order for the Khmer people to be able to follow and revere the traditions of Angkor.  In 
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Oeur’s radical vision of a new Cambodia, there is also a radical form of pastoral created.  

In Oeur’s pastoral, country and city are not at odds because both are victims of the 

Khmer Rouge.  Raymond Williams asserts that the country/city tension in pastorals 

occurs because of the current political and socioeconomic situations which abound when 

the work was written.  For Oeur, his pro-industrial/urban stance contests with the Khmer 

Rouge’s forced return to an agrarian society.  The Khmer Rouge atrocities and battered 

landscape become symbolic of a pre-capitalist agrarian society and, as Williams argues, 

praising one landscape with idyllic language and images opposes its direct opposite, 

feeding the country/city tension. 

 Because both country and city are victims, Oeur contends that urban and country, 

U.S. and Cambodia, must unite to fight oppression.   Oeur rewrites and retells the Khmer 

history for the Cambodians in multiple different ways.  The form of poetry and the 

images he uses evokes the period of the Angkor Empire, where politics, religion, and 

culture freely intermingled and influenced each other.  Specific references to people, 

places, and myths of the Angkor Empire serve to enlighten his people about their past.  

The Khmer Rouge and the years of social and political upheaval left a country hungry for 

their past, which had been mistreated and used for malevolent purposes.  Pol Pot took the 

Cambodian ways of mixing religion, politics, and culture away to justify his actions of 

overthrowing the current government and to revert to genocide.  U Sam Oeur uses his 

poetry to disclaim Pol Pot and produce a history that was great because of this mixing, 

and a present that was atrocious without it.  In reclaiming Cambodian past from the 

revolutionaries, Oeur hopes that Khmer people will begin to heal, and Cambodia will be 

magnificent once again.  The pastoral mode is used to represent that magnificent 

Cambodia and to condemn the Khmer Rouge and their misconstrued representation of 

Khmer culture and past.  Oeur also brings in nature to condemn the Khmer Rouge, 

providing a direct connection between Khmer culture and nature, just as Eden did in 

pastoral mode. 
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1
 Democratic Kampuchea was the name given by Pol Pot to Cambodia. 

2
 I argue that mythology links nature and culture in providing a societal basis for 

explaining important events.  Myth “is an account of events in the physical world . . . 

myth serves the same function as science” (Segal 3).  The pastoral mode mainly used 

classical mythology, which idealized nature and culture, just as Renaissance era pastoral 

mode did with Eden.  In Anthropology and Myth, Claude Lévi-Strauss develops the 

connection of mythology to nature.  Although this particular title refers to mythology of 

the Americas, Lévi-Strauss also contends that mythology stories and their meanings can 

be found in different variations across the world.  In Anthropology and Myth, Lévi-

Strauss discusses the role of mythology in providing a symbolic transition from Nature to 

Culture (40). 
3
 The term Good Shepherd is meant to invoke Christ and his connection to nature (Lamb 

of God). 
4
 Toliver uses Milton as an example.  He writes:  

 To this tension between the idyllic landscape and as a place of truant escape . . . 

 the Christian pastoralist adds a dimension that completely redefines both the  

 active and contemplative lives.  Milton insists that we return to Eden, in  

 imagination, in order to re-establish the divine plan at the heart of the only  

 activity that matters, the moral regeneration of the fallen Adam in us, and 

 eventually the restoration of paradise, other kinds of reform being useful only  

 insofar as they keep the idyllic vision always before us (42). 
5
 Shiva is one of the deities of Hinduism. 

6
 Khmer and Cambodian are interchangeable. 

7
 The Cham are Islamic Khmer. 

8
 Although Pot and the Khmer Rouge set out to destroy the Wats, most were only 

partially destroyed and are still standing today. 
9
 Ieng Sary is Pol Pot’s foreign minister and brother-in-law. 

10
 17 April 1975 was known as the beginning of Year Zero. 

11
 Whitman also represents democracy, and Oeur specifically references “O Captain! My 

Captain!” in the title of a poem.  Whitman’s poem eulogizes Abraham Lincoln, and Oeur 

relates to the poem and its subject.  Lincoln is associated with America’s civil war, and 

for Oeur he also symbolizes democracy and the fight for democracy. 
12

 This reason seems simplistic, and Ashley Thompson provides a more insightful reason.  

As a teacher at Cambodian refugee camps, Thompson taught English, and eventually 

realized that knowing English was not detrimental, and instead allowed her students “a 

way of reflecting on Cambodia, a way of reflecting on themselves” (538).   
13

 Barber points out that the only writing that existed in Democratic Kampuchea was the 

records of Tuol Sleng prison.  There detailed records were kept of confessions, torture, 

and executions so that Pot could account for all dissidents and possible enemies, 

comfortable with the proof of their deaths.  After each execution, a photograph was taken 

of the victim, and eventually a book was compiled out of all of these photographs.  It 
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became known as The Book of Death, which was cremated with Pol Pot in 1998.  

Incidentally, this was the only book produced during Pot’s rule. 
14

 Zephir writes: “Giants clasped the body of an enormous snake which causes the 

mountain to pivot and churn the ocean, as the devas (Gods) and asuras (anti-Gods or, by 

extension, demons) used to do in times immemorial . . . to obtain the liquid of 

immortality, amrita” (89). 
15

 Devalokas are angels. 
16

 Vishnu is a Hindu deity. 
17

 The Sea of Milk refers to the world. 
18

 Naga and the daughter of Indra, the Hindu deity who is King of the Gods, produced the 

Khmer race through their union. 
19

 Buddha, Dhamma, and Sangha.  Buddha is the deity, Dhamma (also Dharma) is the 

teachings, and Sangha is the Buddhist Monkhood that protects and teaches the Dhamma.  

This is the Three Gems of Buddhism. 
20

 Vishnu, Siva, and Rama.  Traditionally, the Trilogy was Vishnu, Siva and Brahma, and 

Rama is the seventh incarnation of Vishnu.  Oeur is not Hindu, and is referring to the 

Angkor tradition, which was a mixture of Hinduism and Buddhism. 
21

 The Blackcrows are Khmer Rouge soldiers.   
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PASTORAL MYTHS OF PRE-COLONIAL VIET NAM IN TRAN VAN DINH’S 

BLUE DRAGON WHITE TIGER  

 

 

 

 

 Tran Van Dinh’s Blue Dragon White Tiger is a semi-autobiographical novel 

depicting the experiences and life of an expatriate Vietnamese professor, Tran Van 

Minh.
1
  Minh is an administrator for the Viet Cong, working in underground compounds 

and in the Paris Peace Accords, and leaves Viet Nam in 1976 after the fall of Saigon.  

Unlike U Sam Oeur and Jade Ngoc Quang Huynh, Tran Van Dinh does not write about 

the atrocities committed by the Communist regimes of Southeast Asia during their 

immediate reign.
2
  Although Dinh does not experience the extreme oppression and torture 

committed by Pol Pot’s Khmer Rouge, as discussed in the previous chapter, or by the 

Viet Cong and their re-education camps,
3
 as will be discussed in the following chapter, 

Dinh does experience oppression of individuality and personal freedoms by the absolute 

control exercised by the Vietnamese Communist Party.
4
   

 In her essay, “Blue Dragon, White Tiger: The Bicultural Stance of Vietnamese 

American Literature,”
5
 Renny Christopher argues that Minh’s desire for individual 

freedom stems from his “Western-style individualism” that he acquired while living in 

the United States (260).  Minh is bicultural, and Christopher argues that the entire work is 

focused on “the negotiating of two cultures” (259).  While Minh clearly must negotiate 

between America and Viet Nam, it is not necessarily between two cultures, but between 

two concepts of Viet Nam as a nation: Minh’s concept of nationality (national identity 

identified by adherence to cultural traditions) and the Party’s concept of nationalism (a 

movement to support them as the governing entity).  For Minh, Viet Nam is defined by 

its traditions, history, religion, and folklore and it embraces individualism and celebrates 

tradition.  The Party’s Viet Nam is quite different, embracing conformity and an 
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international struggle.  Dinh’s and the Party’s vision of Viet Nam form a competing 

perception of the nation.
6
  According to Dinh, the pastoral vision of an agrarian past 

becomes cyclical as that vision transforms into a socialist state with a vision of agrarian 

reform.  Dinh’s pastoral vision also encompasses a Golden Age of Viet Nam, which he 

uses to represent Minh’s vision for Viet Nam and to illustrate the opposition that he feels 

towards the Party and their creation of a Communist state. 

 As discussed in reference to Oeur, the pastoral Golden Age encompassed many 

aspects of culture, from religion and mythology to historical periods of greatness.  Dinh’s 

Golden Age is similar to Oeur’s in that it draws on mythological figures, such as the Blue 

Dragon and White Tiger, and historical figures.  While these two elements provide a 

similarity between Dinh’s and Oeur’s texts, Oeur’s religious and mythological references 

are more prevalent, whereas Dinh prefers to represent his Golden Age with folklore and 

literature.  Instead of a religious and mythological Golden Age, Dinh invokes “the spirit 

of the historic Vietnam that he held in his heart, not the political one – the mystic 

Vietnam, not the vulgar and brutal one” (334).
 7
  In this sense, mystic does not refer to 

mysticism and its association with the occult, rather to an idealized image of Viet Nam 

that is defined by its myths, traditions, folklore, and history.  The pastoral mode in Blue 

Dragon White Tiger works out intangible notions of the nation and the rise of 

nationalism.     

 Raymond Williams discusses the importance of the pastoral country/city tension 

in defining a nation-state, arguing that a country is defined by its “past . . . , its feelings 

and its literature,” and its ideas of “cultural importance” are “involved with rural 

experience” (249).  Issues of national identity, as envisioned with imperialist rhetoric, are 

often found in Renaissance travel narratives, which are also referred to as discovery texts.
 

8
  In “The Noble Primitive as Bourgeois Subject,” Peter Weston examines Renaissance 

discovery texts as pastoral works and their influence on imperialist thought.  Weston 

argues that the description of the new world portrays a Golden Age, which Peter Martyr 

describes as a “golden world without toil, [life] in open gardens, not entrenched with 

ditches, divided with hedges, or defended with walls” (qtd. in Weston 167).  The image 

of the new world as a Golden Age is a “mythical context” that “was readily taken over by 
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European pastoral verse tradition which structures itself on an opposition between the 

‘natural’ and the ‘civilised’ (courtly and urban), in favour of the former” (Weston 168).  

The new world represents “an innocent, even unfallen, mankind” (Weston 170), and the 

native, or “wild man,” “stands as a complete, solitary and alien individual against the 

values of the (colonial) society” (Weston 172).  In Making Subject(s), Allen Carey-Webb 

argues that the representation of the native in Renaissance discovery texts reflects the 

values that oppose colonial society, as Weston discussed, and were also used to promote 

imperial expansion, which Carey-Webb attributes to “a growing awareness of national 

affiliation” (12).  Carey-Webb further suggests that the “constitutive myths of national 

identity depend not only on a common conception of Self but also, fundamentally on the 

exclusion of Others; the representation of the ‘Other’ is critical to understanding the 

definition of both an imperial and a national Self” (15).  Weston contends that this 

Othering is part of the pastoral mode, as “the Golden Age is portrayed normally as a 

series of negations of the world produced by history” (173).  He also claims that the 

Golden Age, which is associated with utopia, can have radical ideas, as rooted in Marx 

and Engels and their concept of utopia as a form that “attack[s] every principle of 

existing society,” “[corresponding] with the first instinctive yearnings . . . for a general 

reconstruction of society” (qtd. in Weston 173). 

 The pastoral Golden Age is indeed a site of contradiction, challenging society, 

and for Dinh a “mystic Viet Nam” which attacks a collectivized, Party-run Viet Nam.  

Dinh’s Golden Age represents a period of balance and peace, and the Party continues to 

disrupt that balance.  Dinh pulls multiple aspects of Vietnamese culture to represent his 

Golden Age, including religion and folklore.  Folklore, while not necessarily defined as 

mythology, does hold the same roots in culture, providing morality tales, anecdotal 

stories of historical figures, and references to nature.  Its connection to religion is not 

always as apparent as with mythology, but folklore does have the same usage.  Dinh’s 

Golden Age, besides being “mystic,” is a pre-colonial Viet Nam,
9
 where tradition and 

culture are the roots of society.  A pre-colonial Viet Nam is free from outside influences, 

and culture, tradition and the people are uninhibited by oppressive forces such as French 

colonial and imperial power.  It is only in a pre-colonial Viet Nam where Dinh’s mystic 
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Viet Nam can exist, and he uses folklore, poetry, religion, history, and images of imperial 

Viet Nam to represent that pre-colonial moment.   These references are used to show how 

the Communist Party rejects that mystic Vietnam that speaks of tradition, choosing to 

sacrifice tradition, culture, freedom, and the Vietnamese people for the abstract Party.  

Because the Party has separated itself so distinctly from Vietnamese culture, Dinh’s 

portrayal of them others the Party, showing how different and separate they are from the 

Vietnamese.  Dinh’s pre-colonial Viet Nam is a negation of the Party, attacking its 

principles in the presentation of Golden Age values. 

 The visions of Viet Nam that Minh and the Party envision compete against each 

other, as Minh sees a social democratic vision of the idealized space of land, and the 

Party visualizes communist agrarian reform.  Just as these two ideals compete, so do 

Minh’s and the Party’s ideas of nation.  For Minh, nation seems to follow Ernest Renan’s 

definition, which is more intangible and mystic, like Dinh’s Golden Age, than the Party’s 

idea.  For Renan: 

 A nation is a soul, a spiritual principle.  Two things, which in truth are but one,  

 constitute this soul or spiritual principle.  One lies in the past, one in the present.   

 One is the possession in common of a rich legacy of memories; the other is  

 present-day consent, the desire to live together, the will to perpetuate the value of  

 the heritage that one has received in undivided form . . . the nation, like the  

 individual, is the culmination of a long past of endeavours, sacrifice, and  

 devotion. . . A heroic past, great men, glory . . . this is the social capital upon  

 which one bases a national idea.  To have common glories in the past and to have  

 a common will in the present; to have performed great deeds together, to wish to  

 perform more – these are the essential conditions for being a people (19). 

For the Party, the nation appears to be represented by the Party, and in order to be part of 

the nation of Viet Nam, one must be a member of the Party.  The idea of nationalism is 

similar: one must be a member of the Party in order to participate in a nationalist 

movement, which is essentially a movement to support the power and legitimacy of the 

Party.  Loc tells Minh, “’Outside of the Party, you don’t really belong to our struggle’” 

(295).  Minh’s idea of nationalism follows King’s description: 
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 Nationalism is an urban movement which identifies with the rural areas as a  

 source of authenticity, finding in the ‘folk’ the attitudes, beliefs, customs and  

 language to create a sense of national unity among people who have other  

 loyalties.  Nationalism aims at . . . rejection of cosmopolitan upper classes,  

 intellectuals and others likely to be influenced by foreign ideas (qtd. in Brennan  

 53). 

For Minh, nationalism is not separate from tradition and culture, even a socialist version 

of nationalism, and for him Ho Chi Minh encompasses this idea.  Jean Sainteny described 

the “most significant qualities of Ho Chi Minh” as “obstinancy, inventiveness, faculties 

of assimilation, and fidelity to national traditions” (12).
10

  Vietnamese culture and 

tradition support individualism, and the Party rejects this liberal idea.  For the Party, 

Marxism is devoid of the traditions of culture, denouncing religion and mythology.  For 

Dinh, it is those elements of his culture that support individualism, and in rejecting 

culture, the Party rejects individualism.   

 Unlike Oeur and Huynh, Minh does not hate the Communists and, in fact, he is a 

socialist who sees Communism as a logical development from Vietnamese history and 

culture (304).  His idea of Marxism is one that celebrates the peasants as well as well as 

one that honors tradition, including Buddhism.  For Minh, Marxism is part of his Golden 

Age, and he is able to find links to Marxism and Buddhism. 

 Minh explained that the fundamental similarities between Buddhism and Marxism  

 were that they both rejected the existence of a Supreme Being, a God-Creator and  

 arbitrator of all things and peoples on the planet earth; both traced the roots of  

 human unhappiness and alienation to greed, class conflict, and acquisition of  

 property; and both believed in the impermanence of all things and in the possible  

 transformation of people to a higher, happier stage (171). 

The main difference between the two, according to Minh, is in the method of liberating 

humans from oppression. 

 The Buddhist way to liberation of man was though nonviolence and the “middle  

 way,” while the Marxist way was through revolutionary violence and the  

 dogmatic belief in the laws of the motion of history.  The price to pay for Marxist  
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 “nirvana” would be the loss of the human personality and individual liberties, he  

 said, while for Buddhism it would be the disappearance of “self” (171). 

Minh’s ideas of Marxism are different from the Party’s, and in differing from Minh, the 

Party strays from Ho Chi Minh’s vision. Ho Chi Minh often stated that the Party “pursues 

no other interests than those of the working class and the toiling people” and that the 

interests of “the laboring people before and above one’s own interest” (“On 

Revolutionary Morality”).  He also used culture to gain a peasant following “link[ing] the 

villagers to a new sense of Vietnam as a nation by making their traditions relevant to 

participation in the modern politics of revolution” (DeCaro).  For Tran Van Minh, the 

Golden Age mirrors Ho Chi Minh’s vision, as both suggest a socialist (agrarian) Viet 

Nam that celebrates history, culture and the people.  These two visions are of “a Vietnam 

whose city streets were filled with students and workers, its rice fields crowded with 

brave peasants, its markets overflowing with women chewing betel nuts” (259).  In order 

for Viet Nam to complete this vision, it must be free from all outside influence, and Minh 

denounces television, even though the Soviets and Cubans use them (284).  Not only is 

Minh denouncing outside influence, including Communist ones, but he is also 

condemning technology.  While being strongly connected to culture, pre-colonial Viet 

Nam is also associated with the land since many Vietnamese cultural traditions, such as 

Tet, are rooted in nature.  For instance, the Blue Dragon and White Tiger represent not 

only mythological beings, but also opposing sides of nature. 

 The Thanh Long, Blue Dragon, designates the eastern quadrant of the 

 Uranosphere, the Bach Ho, White Tiger, its western section.  The Blue Dragon  

 represents spring and tenderness, the White Tiger, winter and force.  All beings  

 and all things on earth are affected by the constant struggle between the Blue  

 Dragon and the White Tiger. 

This myth dramatizes a struggle for balance and peace in nature, culture, politics, and the 

self.  For Dinh, the myth of the Blue Dragon and White Tiger characterizes the pastoral 

tension within his mystic Viet Nam, which is constantly a place of struggle for balance. 

 The structure of Dinh’s novel reinforces the creation of a pre-colonial Viet Nam, 

as each chapter begins with a folk song, poem, historical reference, or belief, and each 
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chapter title refers to its chapter introduction.  This pre-colonial Viet Nam, although free 

from foreign control, is always struggling to keep and maintain that freedom.  For 

instance, the chapter “People and Water’s Strength” presents a 15
th

 century poem about 

the struggle against nature: 

 Wood stakes in rows on rows stems not the tide. 

 Sunk iron chains yet fail to shackle waves. 

 The people’s strength, like water, tips the boat. 

 No rugged terrain frustrates Heaven’s will (201). 

This poem celebrates the strength of the people, presenting a heroic tale that is so 

prevalent amongst versions of a pastoral Golden Age.  This poem also provides a 

connection between the Vietnamese and nature, equating the Vietnamese struggle as 

natural and divine.  In “Gold Caskets and Cosmic Order,” the struggle is more of a 

memory, as Dinh describes an inscription on a sword from the 15
th

 century. 

 Our country’s purged a thousand years of shame. 

 Inside gold caskets deathless deeds shall live. 

 The cosmic order now has been set right. 

 To heroes does the world still give a thought? (99). 

Finally, the struggle of the Vietnamese people is summed up in a popular song of 1967 in 

“A Land Where Honor Is Betrayed.” 

 A thousand years of Chinese reign, 

 A hundred years of French domain, 

 Twenty years of American intervention. 

 The heritage of our Motherland, 

 People untrue to their race. 

 The heritage of our Motherland, 

 A land where honor is betrayed (19). 

This song also creates an “othering” of those who are not Vietnamese, such as the 

Chinese, French, and Americans.  Dinh also uses this alterity to refer to anyone who does 

not respect and follow “the heritage of our Motherland.”  In not respecting Vietnamese 

heritage, Vietnamese are “untrue to their race.”  This chapter consists of Minh’s literal 
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return to Viet Nam and his meetings with various supporters of the Southern government.  

While Minh disagrees with the Southern government and their allowance of American 

intervention, he does go to lengths to note their following of Vietnamese tradition.  As 

Minh sits down to eat with several Vietnamese intellectuals, he notes how “with good 

Vietnamese manners they were silent as they ate” (45).  Certain individuals express their 

connection to Vietnamese tradition, specifically Minh Thuy and a General of the ARVN.  

Minh Thuy is an abstract artist who uses her work to develop her connection to 

Vietnamese tradition.  She argues that abstract art is “another form of realistic art – an 

indirect expression of the Buddhist concept of the impermanence of all things, the 

absence of a center or an ego, and the transient character of all realities” (45).  Although 

Minh Thuy is Catholic, Minh uses his respect of Minh Thuy to express the importance of 

respecting Vietnamese tradition and culture, including Buddhism, which Minh notes later 

that “Buddha condemned dogmatism” (302).  Despite the rejection of Catholicism, Minh 

Thuy recognizes Buddhism as important to Vietnamese culture.  The General, on the 

other hand, does more than respect culture, following tradition blindly.  He tells Minh 

how he “mobilized [his] whole division for one week to search for and catch this fish” 

(48).  This fish is the Ca Chanh, which is believed to grow into a Blue Dragon.  Although 

Minh feels “contempt” and pity for this General (48), as Minh involves himself with the 

cadres and their rejection of tradition, it is people like the General that Minh uses to 

represent his mystic Viet Nam.  The tale of the Ca Chanh symbolizes the importance of 

nature to Vietnamese culture, and in connecting a fish to a mythic being, it elevates 

nature and culture.   In addition, Minh becomes similar to the General as he looks for the 

Blue Dragon and White Tiger constantly throughout the novel.   

 Minh’s search for the Blue Dragon and White Tiger mirrors his search to find 

balance, as the Party disrupts this mythic balance with the Tet Offensive of 1968, which 

was a major Viet Cong attack that occurred during a cease fire.  In his Preface, Dinh 

discusses the importance of the Blue Dragon and White Tiger in Vietnamese culture.  Tet 

celebrates the yearly truce between the two creatures, and “it is the moment of the 

manifestation of the soul of Vietnam itself.  It embodies its ceremonial as well as its 

essence the whole concept of man and his place in the Cosmos, his relations with the 
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dead and with the spirits” (x).  The Party rejects the importance of Tet and this mythical 

struggle with the Tet Offensive, throwing off the balance of the Cosmos and severing the 

Vietnamese’s connection to their country and culture.  For Minh, this mystic Viet Nam is 

in the present, as during a U.S. bombing raid he wonders “was this the terrifying duel 

come at last between the mythical White Tiger and Blue Dragon?” (230). This duel that 

Minh refers to expresses his concern over the disruption of the Tet Offensive to the 

balance of his mystic Viet Nam.  Besides this mythic struggle, Tet is also symbolic of the 

harvest and renewal, a celebration of nature and Vietnamese culture.  For Dinh, Tet is 

also symbolic of his Golden Age, and Tet is used to mark time and events in the 

narrative, as opposed to dates.  Despite rejecting Vietnamese culture, the Party chooses to 

use Vietnamese history to equate their struggle with the past, referring to the  Tet 

Offensive as Operation Quang Trung, “named after the Emperor who had chased the 

Chinese Ming troops from Vietnam in 1789” (219).  The importance of Minh’s 

representation of Tet’s mythic importance and the Party’s representation as historic bring 

into context the struggle between the two.   

 Dinh’s pastoral Golden Age is a place of balance, including balance between 

Tinh, feeling, and Ly, reason.  For Minh, these are the two components of an “intellectual 

and moral life” (310), and there must be a balance between the two.  However, the Party 

has disrupted this balance as well, as Minh tells Loc that the Party “[claims] to have the 

monopoly on all the Ly.  The Ly of the past, . . . the present,  and . . . the future.  What’s 

left for people like me is only Tinh” (310).  Often Minh ponders on this disruption, 

asking, “Yes, it’s logical, reasonable, . . . but where’s the sensitivity?” (298).  He also 

finds himself describing the Party as having “a lack of both reason and feeling” (301). 

 Besides balance, Minh also uses pastoral images meant to invoke a dynastic and 

pre-colonial Viet Nam.  The Thien Mu pagoda in Hue, the imperial capital, functions as 

the religious center of Minh’s mystic Viet Nam.  When he visits Thien Mu pagoda, he 

describes it as divine and pastoral, as the gardens are all blooming “frangipani, . . . 

banana, guava, breadfruit, and coconut.”  Dragonflies hover “over a small, square lotus 

pond” and monks carry baskets of fruit (76).  The Patriarch has “an aureole [that] seemed 

to surround his body, like those Minh had seen in paintings of Christian saints” (78).  The 
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Thien Mu pagoda also houses the records of Minh’s family, providing Minh with a strong 

connection to his past, which includes “King Tran Nhan Tong of the Tran dynasty,” who 

was victorious “over the Mongol invaders” (77).    The pagoda is a site of knowledge and 

religion, and is a center for upholding Vietnamese culture and tradition.  Indeed, the 

Thien Mu pagoda is the epitome of Dinh’s Golden Age, and when a South Vietnamese 

soldier threatens its destruction, Minh looks angrily into the soldier’s face and states: 

“You’re insulting the most sacred institution in our country! . . . You’re a Vietnamese 

without religion, without country!” (82).  For Minh, in order to be Vietnamese, one must 

respect Buddhism, and this act of destruction would negate the Party’s claim to being 

truly “Vietnamese.”  In fact, as Minh is working for the Party in Paris, he feels that the 

Party has fatefully strayed from Buddhism.  Dinh writes:  

 But Buddha was now a stranger to him.  Buddha could not possibly understand  

 that in the twentieth century there was such a thing as ‘the Party,’ which had  

 transformed people and arbitrated new values.  Minh was in theory and in practice 

 ‘a blown out candle.’  He had reached Nirvana, but he was not enlightened at all.  

 He had experienced Nirvana, because of his humiliating confession, but he had to 

 reject Nirvana because it was only perpetuating his suffering.  Instead of an 

 aureole of truth and deliverance, it was a cloud obscuring the path to 

 enlightenment (257). 

Because of the Party and their disconnection to religion, Minh no longer is able to be a 

devout Buddhist, which is an important aspect of his sense of the pastoral Golden Age. 

 Minh is unable to belong to Viet Nam as a citizen because the Party has a 

screening process, allowing discrimination of people to determine who can or can not be 

accepted into the Party.  Such discrimination denies people jobs and their nationality. 

 “Friendship is a legitimate, beautiful feeling, but it’s personal and limited.  When  

 you join the Party, or to put it correctly, when the Party accepts you, we will  

 become comrades.  Essentially, it means we’ll be friends in both a personal and a  

 collective way . . . The Party is the mother of our feelings, Tinh, and the father of  

 our reason, Ly, and it’s the family that serves our needs, material and political.   

 Outside of the Party, you don’t really belong to our struggle” (295). 
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In being rejected by the Party, the people are also being denied the right to be Vietnamese 

and could not participate in the struggle for national autonomy, as inferred from Loc’s 

statement above.  Even Minh, who fights with Loc and even sustains injuries, would not 

be part of Viet Nam’s struggle unless he conforms to the Party line.  Through policy and 

discrimination, the Party conveniently makes Communism synonymous with Viet Nam. 

 Connections to the past are part of Minh’s Golden Age, as Minh believes that the 

past builds “a foundation for the present and the future” (254), similar to how Minh uses 

the pre-colonial past to develop a vision of Viet Nam for the future.  Minh, for instance, 

attempts to reconnect with Thai, a high school lover and cadre, expressing the importance 

of connections to the past.  Minh extends an invitation of friendship to Thai, writing in a 

letter that he wishes to “put [their] relationship on a more humane, . . . personal basis.”  

He implores: “Why can’t we talk to each other as old friends, even if I’m not your 

comrade?  Why should we deny that thirty years ago, we loved each other?  While time 

might have wiped out all remnants of these feelings, their essence still exists” (254).  

However, the Party condemns this reconnection with the past and friendship outside the 

Party, and Thai berates Minh publicly.  In front of a meeting, she states: “While I was 

away on this official mission, one member of this delegation, instead of redoubling his 

work, spent precious time writing me a letter filled with cheap bourgeois nostalgia” 

(256).  In rejecting the past, the Party is also rejecting Minh and his mystic Viet Nam.  

Minh is not a member of the Party, and he is continuously reminded of his inability to 

belong.  He begins to feel lonely, separated from his culture and his vision of pre-colonial 

Viet Nam. 

 While Vietnamese culture and history are part of Dinh’s Golden Age, so is Ho 

Chi Minh and Dinh’s perception of him.  Ho Chi Minh, just as the Buddha and the 

Patriarch, help guide Minh’s decisions.  To Minh, Ho Chi Minh “was above all a patriot” 

whom he considered “the ‘George Washington of Vietnam’” (98).  The Party has 

discarded every notion that is part of Dinh’s Golden Age, and because of that fact they 

are no less oppressive than the capitalist and neocolonial powers that they detest, and the 

Vietnamese people, though “liberated,” still struggle for their freedom.  In fact, Dinh uses 

one of Ho Chi Minh’s sayings to symbolize the struggle against the Party:  
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 Our mountains, our rivers, our people will always be; 

 the American invaders defeated, 

 We will rebuild our land ten times more beautiful (279). 

Minh uses nature to equate a struggle, suggesting that the land is a necessary part of 

resistance.  As Minh idealizes the Vietnamese who are part of that political effort, nature 

is also idealized as it is elevated to an idyllic representation.  Minh also repeats another 

saying of Ho Chi Minh’s throughout the narrative: “Nothing is more precious than 

independence and freedom.”  For Minh, mystic Viet Nam is symbolic of independence 

and freedom, which the oppressive Party expressly denies. 

 While the Party discards Ho Chi Minh’s vision, Minh’s criticisms challenge the 

commitment of the Party to the Vietnamese people.  The Party does not adhere to the 

compassionate authority necessary in Dinh’s understanding of Viet Nam’s Golden Age.  

Near the end of the novel, Dinh provides an anecdote, between a woman and Minh, to 

display his feelings towards the Party. 

 “The revolutionary government is always generous and magnanimous, but it has  

 to deal with bad . . . and obstinate elements . . .  Three days ago . . .  the death  

 sentence [was passed] on a young man who raped a sixty-year old woman.  He  

 dared to wear a shirt bearing the picture of Uncle Ho.” 

 “It’s terrible . .  . who are these obstinate elements?” 

 “Those among the puppets who refuse to present themselves for registration, who  

 evade the population census and circulate harmful rulers . . . We send them for  

 long periods of re-education.  To the North.” 

 “Why not send them to prison?” 

 “Prisons are colonial and imperialist institutions . . .  We have re-education  

 centers” (286). 

This anecdote provides an image of the Party without compassion, an imbalance between 

Ly and Tinh.  The idea that re-education camps were better than prisons provides surface 

criticism, since multiple testimonials present these camps as brutal and inhumane.  Minh 

is aware of the brutality of re-education camps, noting the death of a poet.  On a symbolic 

level, the Party represents the rapist wearing a shirt with Ho Chi Minh’s image.  For 
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Dinh, the rejection of the Golden Age of Viet Nam is an atrocity, and in the act of re-

education the Party is violating the essence of Vietnamese culture, thereby “raping” the 

people and the nation under the guise of Ho Chi Minh’s vision.  According to Minh, Ho 

Chi Minh’s vision entails respect to culture and tradition, and in not following this path, 

the Party was also desecrating Ho Chi Minh’s memory and nationalist struggle.  In so 

doing, the Party has placed their countrymen and nation below themselves, becoming 

completely self-serving. 

 Indeed, the Party has placed Viet Nam on par with other countries, claiming that 

their struggle is pre-eminently an international one, “not only [of] our people, but [of] 

peoples all over the world” (227).  The persistence of the Party to create international 

solidarity begins to encroach on minute aspects of Vietnamese culture.  Minh notes, for 

example, while hospitalized from an injury sustained during a bomb run, instead of being 

served a traditional Vietnamese lunch, he is “served bread, soup, and tea” (231).  The 

nurse responds, stating, “It’s more convenient and simpler than a Vietnamese lunch.  

Besides, it demonstrates the international solidarity of our cause.  The dehydrated bread 

comes from the Soviet Union, the tea from the People’s Republic of China, and the soup 

from America” (231-2).  But despite its solidarity with an international community, Minh 

is forbidden to communicate with any foreigners without the permission and 

authorization of the “collective’s executive committee” (243).  The freedom of the 

Vietnamese people is sacrificed to the abstract political forms of “internationalism.” 

 The Party gradually becomes all-encompassing and totalizing, dictating all 

aspects of Vietnamese life.  Minh soon begins referring to them as “the unseen but ever-

present Party” (216).  The Party dictates everything, including emotions.  Loc, who is 

Minh’s confidant and a prestigious member of the Party, defines his revolutionary will 

according to the Party’s notions of tradition and history, telling Minh, “I’m a Vietnamese 

who was born in tradition and lives in revolution.  Tradition clarifies for me the historical 

necessity of revolution and revolution cleanses tradition of its foreign and suffocating 

substances.  Tradition gives me time, and revolution lends me space” (311).  The Party 

“analyze[s] the past to justify [the] present and the future” (310), reinterpreting history 

and culture for its own uses, monopolizing the traditions and thoughts of the Vietnamese 
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people themselves.  With the Party in charge, individual freedoms and liberties are not 

allowed, for they do not benefit collectivization.  Dinh’s pastoral vision of Viet Nam 

places Vietnamese culture above the current Vietnamese government, instead valuing 

personal freedoms, liberties and religion.  For Dinh, Vietnamese culture reveres the land, 

while collectivization does not.  With collectivization, the people are a part of a 

government as opposed to the land, forcing a disconnection to the land.   Agrarian reform 

is necessary to achieve this equality, and all levels of social class are expected to work in 

the fields.  While this “re-education” eliminates social strata, it also places 

collectivization over the needs of the people and Vietnamese culture.  Loc tells Minh that 

temporary sacrifices of individual freedoms are necessary for Viet Nam to be free from 

foreign invaders (310).  The Party is so concerned about the infiltration of Western 

values, however, that they use criticism and education sessions to “reinforce the 

participants’ acceptance of the revolutionary virtues by endlessly identifying and 

rejecting the evils of capitalist-neocolonial system and glorifying the rising socialist 

paradise” (214-5). 

 Minh emphasizes the well-being of the people and nation over the idea of 

collectivization, noting that “the conditions of the people in general are getting worse . . . 

The workers may have more rights now, but they’ve little to eat” (302).  Minh Thuy, 

Minh’s friend, agrees, stating, “Of course the workers status is much higher now than in 

the past, they all have guarantees, but what do they amount to when they have no work or 

money?” (302).  This idea of agrarian reform disconnects the peasants from the land as 

they can gain nothing from their hard work with collectivization.  This situation goes 

against the pastoral sensibility that Dinh’s Golden Age represents, where peasants are 

connected to the land with their religion and culture.  The Party appears to be the only 

entity associated to the land, as they use flowers, for instance, to unify the Ho Chi Minh 

Trail (225) and avoid the Trail being discovered by enemy troops.  Rather than using 

nature here to create balance and peace, they employ nature for the purpose of fighting 

the war.  The Party is focused on their political survival, and although collectivization is 

part of Ho Chi Minh’s vision, Minh uses his comments about the welfare of the people 

and his reverence for Ho Chi Minh to show that the Party has strayed.   
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 Collectivization forces a disconnection not only between the peasants and the 

land, but also between the revered ancestors and the land.  In order to retain more land for 

agriculture, the Party decides to move the deceased to collective graves, including Minh’s 

parents.  Minh believes that “Dia Ly, the logic of the earth, which governs the ‘life of the 

dead’ and influences the living according to the propitious influences of the Blue Dragon 

and the evil forces of the White Tiger” (297).  Minh is then reminded about the 

sacredness of his parents’ burial site by Uncle Bump, the family servant caring for his 

parents’ tombs. 

 “An old scholar in the village told me that the place where your parents are buried  

 is auspicious, well protected from the bad elements of the cosmos by the Imperial  

 Hill.  Generations coming after you will surely reap prosperity and longevity.  But  

 if they’re transferred to a communal cemetery, all these good things will be lost  

 forever” (297). 

The traditions that encompass the burial and the deceased provide a tangible connection 

between Vietnamese culture and the land, as it is apparent that both hold influence upon 

the Vietnamese people in their daily lives.  In unearthing the deceased, the Party is not 

only being disrespectful to the deceased, but it is also permanently removing Vietnamese 

culture from the land.  This challenges Minh’s mystic Viet Nam, which contends that 

culture and the land are interwoven.  Collectivization, even in obscure ways, will affect 

the future of all Vietnamese.  It even infringes on Buddhism, forcing internal 

reorganization of the Buddhist hierarchy and changing their very name to the Association 

of Buddhist Patriots (302).  

 As religion must conform to the Party’s notion of collectivization, so also must art 

sacrifice individual expression in the interest of propaganda.  According to the Party, art 

and nature must be equally measured against Communist beliefs, for just as art contains 

ideological propositions, so also does nature itself conform to the Party line.  Reference 

to Nga Mien’s The Perfume River Was Red, for instance, shows an unwavering support 

for the Party, but Minh feels that the “constant references, direct or indirect, to the 

inspirational power of the Party actually weakened both her writing and the image of the 

Party she wished to project” (269).  In the title, Nga Mien attempts to provide a 
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connection between the Party and nature, which would serve to also support agrarian 

reform.  The “Red” of the Perfume River insinuates that this connection to nature that 

Nga Mien draws is natural, but Minh argues that it is forced.  For Minh, the 

transformation of Viet Nam to Communism, while logical, is not natural (304).  Minh’s 

friend, Minh Thuy is an artist who is a proponent of Communism, using her paintings to 

blend art and politics.  She plans a “series of lectures on art and social development,” but 

is told that “there had been no art before the revolution, only fantasies concocted by sick 

minds to please and serve the even sicker ruling class” (301).  However, Minh Thuy is 

encouraged earlier by an artist who is a major in the Vietnam People’s Army to make art.  

That art “must serve the people, and that people and their needs are not abstractions, but 

realities” (288).  It is thus art as propaganda that the Party allows, which inhibits Minh’s 

ability to express or be himself.  Minh is a writer, and he sees writing as the ultimate form 

of expression, allowing him to connect to his culture.  However, he can only write where 

individualism is encouraged, which is idealized by his mystic Viet Nam.  Minh’s pastoral 

Golden Age serves as a representation of a time that challenges the current state of Viet 

Nam and its governing body.  

 As Minh can not be Vietnamese while the Party is in power, he continues to feel 

more cut off, straying from the pastoral sense of a communal society that his Golden Age 

envisions.  Minh is not a member of the Party, further isolating him because he does not 

receive the comfort of conformity that cadres feel, it is as “if they were faithfully married 

to the Party” (215).  This lack of comfort forces Minh to feel lonely, almost ostracized 

(214-5).  Even though he does not join the Party, “the invisible pressure to conform, to 

accept the decisions and pronouncements of an invisible Party” (215) forces him 

unconsciously to “faithfully [repeat] the official Party line” (245).  After his time in Paris, 

Minh feels “immense emptiness” (248), and after Minh travels to Hanoi, he partakes in 

“historical ‘self-education.’”  In Hanoi, Dinh’s mystic Viet Nam comes alive in the form 

of monuments and structures to Viet Nam’s pre-colonial past.  Each monument displays 

the elements revered in Vietnamese culture and tradition: nature, mythology, religion, art, 

and history (266-7), and they serve as tangible representations of a Golden Age where 
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“Minh felt so much a part of Viet Nam . . . The new sense of belonging revived his long-

dormant creative urges” (267). 

 Minh leaves Viet Nam because the Party has denounced individualism, culture, 

and tradition, all of which are necessary for Minh to be Vietnamese, which the Party has 

denied for their own self-serving reasons.  Dinh alludes to a pastoral Golden Age to 

represent a Viet Nam that celebrates the people and culture, negating the Party’s claim to 

care for the well-being of the Vietnamese.  Minh’s journey from the United States, to 

Viet Nam, and back again to the United States thus represents a political awakening, and 

the pastoral Golden Age, a sign of the pre-colonial past, is used to mark the changes that 

produce such an awakening.  As Minh puts it, “[L]eave behind all the Tets of the past . . . 

[for] the real meaning and essence of Tet, [represents] the moment of truce between the 

Blue Dragon and the White Tiger, the harmonization of Tinh . . . and Ly, . . . among his 

fellow men and women, among the living and the dead, between tradition and revolution, 

among the past, present, and the future” (334). 
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1
 Dinh stresses in his Preface that this text is semi-autobiographical in the sense that he 

has “changed [characters’] names and rearranged their situations, but [he has] not 

modified their essential positions in the drama” (x).  Because of this fact, I chose to use 

Dinh and Minh interchangeably, unless otherwise noted.  Typically, I will refer to Dinh 

when discussing the writing, and Minh in reference to the narrative plot. 
2
 With the Khmer Rouge, it is obviously their entire reign. 

3
 Minh does make reference to a Vietnamese poet, Vu Hoang Chuong, who died in a re-

education camp after Saigon fell (307). 
4
 Dinh’s criticism is specific to the Vietnamese Communist Party, and refers to them 

merely as “the Party.”  From here on, I specifically use the Party to indicate the 

Vietnamese Communist Party. 
5
 I am referring to the essay that is published in Reading the Literatures of Asian 

America, edited by Shirley Geok-Lin Lim and Amy Ling.  This same essay is published 

in Christopher’s work The Viet Nam War The American War, pages 41-64. 
6
 Tran Van Minh is a socialist. 

7
 Dinh’s mystic Viet Nam is more mythic, and therefore here the two words “myth” and 

“mystic” are interchangeable.   
8
 Weston provides no definition of a “discovery” text.  In Renaissance literature, 

“discovery” was a Renaissance rhetorical form that organized and controlled its subject, 

the body of the land, by means of display, inventory, and anatomy. 
9
 References to a pre-colonial era in Viet Nam’s case must be specified, for in Viet 

Nam’s case, there were many eras of colonization.  So in this sense, pre-colonial refers to 

any period that Viet Nam was free from colonial or foreign control, except after the Fall 

of Saigon in 1975 and liberation.  The entire novel is focused on representing the Party 

and liberated Viet Nam as distant from the pre-colonial world because the people are still 

not free. 
10

 It should be noted that Jean Sainteny was a personal friend of Ho Chi Minh’s, and 

despite their different nationalist loyalties (Sainteny is French), they remained friends 

until Ho Chi Minh’s death in 1969. 
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FLIGHT FROM THE FIELDS:  

RE-EDUCATION AND THE END OF THE PASTORAL IN JADE NGOC 

QUANG HUYNH’S SOUTH WIND CHANGING 

 

 

 

 

 Jade Ngoc Quang Huynh’s South Wind Changing is a refugee narrative that 

recounts Huynh’s life in Viet Nam before the Tet Offensive of 1968,
1
 his experiences in 

re-education camps, his flight from Viet Nam, and his anti-Communist politics.  Huynh’s 

narrative trajectory parallels the refugee experience and can be characterized as “refugee 

literature” in that the story focuses on the homeland and the events surrounding the flight.  

Huynh incorporates the shared history of the refugee experience, partaking in political 

resistance to military rule.
2
  South Wind Changing follows the conventional stages of 

refugee literature which corresponds to the refugee experience: life before conflict (life in 

An Tan and Saigon),
3
 moment when conflict interrupts life (Tet Offensive), events that 

force flight (re-education camps), the flight itself (escape from re-education and flight to 

the US), the resettling of a new place (settling in the US), and the return home.  In The 

Vietnamese Experience in America, Paul Rutledge details the flight and resettlement of 

Vietnamese after the fall of Saigon.  Within this study, Rutledge includes the experiences 

of various “boat people,” whose experiences as refugees follows Huynh’s pattern (17-32).  

Rutledge describes the Vietnamese flight as “an acute movement,” where refugees “are 

normally opponents and in a need to escape a given situation move quickly without the 

benefit of preparation.  Therefore, in the moment of danger, fleeing becomes the best 

possible solution” (10).   

 Often a return to Viet Nam is impossible, as in Huynh’s case, so nostalgia for Viet 

Nam becomes symbolic of a return home.  Nostalgia, in its mix of memory and desire to 

return to a specific time and place, often creates an idyllic version of the past, and for 

refugees it is their home before the experience of forced flight.  James Clifford sums up 
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the constitutive features of diaspora, as discussed by William Safran: “a history of 

dispersal, myths/memories of the homeland, alienation in the host . . . country, desire for 

eventual return, ongoing support for his homeland, and a collective identity importantly 

defined by this relationship” (247).  A longing for an idyllic home is characteristic of 

diasporic communities, and Safran describes this longing as “memory, vision, or myth 

about their original homeland” (qtd. in Rutledge 247).  The pastoral form, the idyllic 

space, supports the standard form of refugee literature in its nostalgic picture of home.  In 

Huynh’s narrative, this idyllic moment occurs when he lived in An Tan and Saigon, 

where elements of the pastoral take shape.  For Huynh, he can not continue to see his 

homeland as idyllic space after the Communist takeover without undermining his 

political criticism against war and Communism.  Therefore, he can not conform to the 

conventional pastoral opposition between city and country, which Toliver has described 

as the primary “pastoral contrast.”  Toliver expands the country/city tension to several 

situations,
4
 one of which is termed “Idyllic Nature versus Antipastoral Nature” (3).  

Antipastoral nature refers to realistic depictions and harsh environments, and the contrast 

between antipastoral and idyllic natures produces a binary opposition, characterized by 

specific elements: vernal/wintry, humanized/cruel, and “place of love and renewal”/ 

“place of unrequited love, age” (Toliver 3).  In this pastoral form, nature refers to the land, 

objects associated with nature (trees, animals, plants, etc.), and the elements (weather).  

With Toliver’s contrasts, nature is contrasted against itself, producing the two natures of 

“Idyllic” and “Antipastoral.”  Huynh is able to use traditional pastoral form, and 

Toliver’s pastoral contrasts build up on the genre’s critique of modern life. 

 Instead of critiquing modern industrialization, however, Huynh utilizes the 

language of an idyllic landscape and the Golden Age to represent Viet Nam before the 

Communist takeover, condemning modern warfare and Communist control.  The pastoral 

form and refugee literature overlap, creating a pastoral memoir which enables a collective 

understanding of refugees and the Vietnamese experience of modern warfare and 

political repression.  South Wind Changing intends to question and negate the validity of 

Communist power and legitimacy in Viet Nam by using nature to criticize the conditions 

of the Vietnamese people and nation.  But because modern warfare and the Communist 
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regime are so destructive, the pastoral form and its representations of an idyllic place are 

undermined and revised by the fact that Huynh’s representation of home is destroyed and 

therefore forced into nostalgic interludes.  This disjunction between pre-Communist and 

Communist rule – centered on the land and its destruction – forms Huynh’s moral 

indictment against the Vietnamese Communist Party, whose crime against humanity was 

also a crime against nature, since for Huynh, the triumph of the Vietnamese Communist 

Party meant in large measure the end of the pastoral. 

 South Wind Changing is a pastoral in its idealization of the countryside and urban 

center and the invocation of a Golden Age, which Harry Levin simply calls “not like 

now” (Qtd. in Loughrey 10), referring to the past as a more desirable time than the 

present, and Bryan Loughrey calls “nostalgic dreams of a past happier time” (Loughrey 

10).  Typically the pastoral involved shepherds and a perfect place, similar to Mt. 

Olympus.  However, as the genre reached new writers in the Renaissance Period, 

specifically English, the formula changed.  Mt. Olympus changed to Eden, and shepherds 

became farmers.  Just as these two elements evolved for the English, so have they for 

Huynh: Mt. Olympus has become his family’s temple estate, and shepherds have become 

rice farmers and water buffalo herders.  Although the minor elements have changed, the 

major ones have not: there is still idealized space and an allusion to a past “Golden Age.”  

Andrew Ettin suggests that pastoral elements such as these are the basic elements for a 

work to be pastoral (66, 67, 68).  In idealizing Viet Nam before Communist control, 

Huynh is demonstrating the destruction of war and Communism. 

 Early on, South Wind Changing takes on a traditional pastoral model as a lament 

for the past.  Huynh begins expressing his sorrow for Viet Nam’s recent history, stating 

“much of my life was to be a continuation of … tears” (3).  Huynh continues with his 

lament, informing the reader of his family’s past in the village An Tan in the Vinh Binh 

province.  The family temple estate is set up as a form of Eden
5
: divine in creation and 

paradisal.  The story of Khoa, Huynh’s great grandfather, reveals a divine connection to 

the family estate. 

 Khoa decided to move on and search for a better place to live.  But one night he  

 had a dream: he saw a general, clad in ancient armor, riding on a horse and  
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 surrounded by soldiers.  The general spoke to him saying, “Do not leave this land.   

 Stay here and I will protect you and help you” . . . Khoa stayed in Vinh Binh.  In  

 the months that followed, whenever people tried to harm him they would become  

 inexplicably frightened and give up the chase.  A few years later, while digging in  

 his field, Khoa found a large pot filled with gold . . . Grateful . . . advanced in age  

 and having become one of the wealthiest landowners in Vinh Binh, he built a  

 temple in thanksgiving (3). 

This tale is mythic and alludes to a divine intervention of sorts, which establishes the 

family estate as an Eden in its divine creation.  Although the construction of the family 

temple estate is not directly created by a God, it is ordained by one.  The family estate is 

further blessed with Gio Nom, the south wind, which gave rice stalks “a human voice” (7).  

There is a connection to the land; nature is nurturing and thought to protect those living 

on it.  This is assumed by Khoa’s pot of gold: it is a gift from the land, ensuring his 

welfare and that of his family.  In appreciation, Khoa builds a temple to honor the land 

and his culture.  The family estate is where Huynh studied “Buddhism, Confucianism, 

Taoism and traditional earth medicine with the monks . . . [Huynh] also studied martial 

arts and meditation . . . and chanting” (4).  Besides its divine connection, the family estate 

is rooted in cultural tradition and a symbol of Viet Nam’s cultural heritage. 

 The landscape and farm life are also paradisal, where Huynh can smell “the new 

season, the freshness of the harvest, the scent of new rice when its water evaporates as it 

is being cooked” (4-5).  The land has babbling and glistening water, rice stalks that dance, 

and sun that warms (7).  There is a communal sense with the land and its creatures, where 

Huynh can “hear the breathing of the water buffalo in the banana grove as it lay down 

looking for a place to rest” (5).  For Huynh, “The peace seemed eternal” (5).  This 

specific element is a major part of the pastoral according to Harold Toliver, who argues 

that “a pastoral society . . . is noncompetitive” and communal (4).  Farm life, although 

hard and sweat inducing, is depicted as peaceful and fun, where happy songs are sung, 

children flew kites and rode water buffaloes, and “people had little to worry about” (7).  

Even hard labor jobs, like shoveling cow dung, are peaceful (23).   
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 In order to show that Viet Nam is better off free of Communism, Huynh can not 

restrict his commentary to nature and the land; he must discuss the urban.  Traditionally, 

the pastoral does not idealize both rural and urban space since they are constantly at odds 

with one another.  There is always tension between the two, and the pastoral is used to 

show that one is a more desirable place than the other (Williams 17).  However, Huynh 

can not place urban and rural as opposing forces without subverting his desire to 

represent all of Viet Nam.  Huynh’s personal vision of the united, autonomous nation of 

Viet Nam also plays into his reasons for including an idyllic urban centre.  It is 

interesting to note that Huynh’s vision of Viet Nam is similar to the Communists in that 

he wishes for an agrarian economy that did not depend on aid from other nations (Huynh 

27).  Yet unlike the Communists, Huynh wants a government that is based on 

“Vietnamese culture, philosophy, and values” (Huynh 27).  Huynh’s political vision is 

partly the reason for the highly idealized landscape and emphasis of culture in contrast to 

the Communists and what is destroyed.  But because Huynh’s desire for an agrarian 

economy resonates in part with Communist belief in land reform, the pastoral form for 

Huynh refashions the country/city tension by making the two collaborators. 

 Although the urban space in the pastoral form is typically connected to 

industrialization, creating tension with nature, for Huynh the pastoral is about the tension 

between country (and nation) and Communism in the competing narratives of war.  

Huynh’s revision of the pastoral allows for the use of idyllic nature and antipastoral 

nature as a contrast, and also the idealization of the urban center.  In 1974, after Huynh 

begins school at Saigon University, his first impression of Saigon is one of beauty, where 

there are “colorful crowds of people, bright streetlights, open spaces, and elegant 

boulevards” (Huynh 44).  Saigon, for Huynh, is the center of education in Viet Nam.   

 But destruction is inherent in Huynh’s narrative, in the knowledge of his life and 

as a standard form of refugee literature, and it disrupts idealizations of nature upon which 

the pastoral elements depend.  The destruction of Viet Nam and the idyllic spaces of 

Huynh’s pastoral, for instance, are foreshadowed in the myth of the founding of the 

family.  Khoa’s dream mirrors Huynh’s nostalgic idealized image of home.  Although 

Khoa is promised protection by the general, he dishonors the family and commits suicide.  
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The general that assures to protect Khoa can not live up to that promise.  The general, a 

possible symbol of the country of Viet Nam or nature itself, betrays Khoa, as does the 

land in becoming the method of Khoa’s death.  Khoa’s suicide is ironic in that despite the 

mythic protection of the family, Khoa is able to curse his family with suicide and 

dishonor.  This contradiction suggests civil strife with family conflict, alluding to the 

civil war that Viet Nam experiences.  Nature and the land betray the Huynh family later, 

despite its blessing of Gio Nom.  The Huynh family must constantly work the land, barely 

surviving on what they receive.  These two betrayals mirror the duplicity Huynh 

experiences in his narrative.  At first, nature appears to be safety for Huynh, but it 

becomes destructive as the nation changes leadership.  Khoa’s general seems to mirror 

many things in Huynh’s betrayal, including the Southern and American governments, 

who could not protect him from Communist rule just as the general could not protect 

Khoa, and nature, both reasons why he must leave his home. 

 As the struggle for control of South Viet Nam begins to occur in the text, Huynh’s 

struggle to represent the land also commences.  As the Communists begin to takeover 

Viet Nam, symbolized by their increasing presence in both Huynh’s life and the narrative, 

the idyllic landscape begins to change into a harsh environment.  The Tet Offensive 

launches its encroachment on Huynh’s narrative and life, and he is faced with a means to 

represent Viet Nam’s fight as militaries cyclically gain and lose control.  Huynh uses 

nature to represent dual control, where nature is periodically nurturing and at other times 

its purpose is to induce harm.  Huynh notes that “at night the VC [Viet Cong] controlled 

the village and during the day the Southern Government controlled it” (Huynh 20).  It is 

only during the day, in the absence of the Viet Cong that grapefruit tree flowers blossom, 

“golden beams” shine, and “white petals the size of cherries dropped down from the 

flowers, drifted in the air like snowflakes, and landed on moss-colored brick and on the 

water in the pond” (Huynh 22).  Diand Huynh are able to spend their time wishing on 

petals and releasing them into the river when they do not need to worry about the Viet 

Cong (Huynh 23).
6
   It is then that buffaloes bathed and swallows flew (Huynh 23).  

There is freedom when there are no Viet Cong present, and the Viet Cong are inherently 
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suppressive and inflict warfare by their presence; nature is only beautiful and nurturing 

when both war and the Viet Cong are absent. 

 In the presence of the Viet Cong, Gio Nom is replaced by Gio Bac, the north wind, 

which is cold and serves to foreshadow Communist rule (Huynh 14).  The absence of Gio 

Nom suggests no protection for the Vietnamese, and they are at the mercy of war, 

destruction, and Gio Bac.  In the early hours of the Tet Offensive, Huynh describes the 

“thrashing air” of helicopters and consistent shooting of guns (Huynh 9).  Nature and war 

become synonymous amidst the fighting, and nature shows its destructive abilities.  The 

Viet Cong are ultimately responsible for the end of Huynh’s pastoral, and therefore 

responsibility for the war and suffering of the Vietnamese and the land lies on the 

Communists’ shoulders.  Despite which military unit is physically committing an act of 

destruction, Huynh blames the Viet Cong.  When United States helicopters begin 

shooting at the Huynh home, it is described as a retaliatory act.  In making the Viet Cong 

the first ones to shoot and the helicopters as retaliating, Huynh places the entire blame of 

war on the Viet Cong.  The violence and destruction of war would not occur without the 

Viet Cong and the Communist Party.  The complete destruction of Huynh’s house occurs 

during the Tet Offensive, by helicopter fire and air flow off the blades.  

 Dirt flew up and everything fell apart – lamps, candles, incense burners, and vases  

 shook and dropped down to the floor from the altar and table.  The flower vase  

 that my great-grandfather passed on to my grandfather fell from the top of the  

 altar onto the floor (Huynh 11). 

This destruction is blamed on the Viet Cong, because they frustrated the chopper pilot, 

and he fired without aiming (Huynh 11).  Not only is nature destroyed, but also family 

items, including a relic given by the divinely blessed and cursed great grandfather, Khoa.  

After the fighting, Huynh further places blame on the Viet Cong by their actions of 

ransacking homes and threatening death on any Vietnamese who showed noncompliance 

(Huynh 13).  It is because of the fighting that the roads are mined with grenades, “a 

barricade of sharp bamboo stakes hid in the grass . . . waiting to impale [Huynh’s] wary 

feet” (Huynh 16), and powder is sprayed that made “leaves [curl] up on the plants and the 

trees [die]” (Huynh 19).  Similarly, the war has caused the destruction of rice fields and 
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contamination of the villages.  The powder being sprayed to defoliate is dissolving in the 

water, which Huynh’s family drinks, alluding to the slow death of Viet Nam (Huynh 19).  

The war machine has changed the face of the Vietnamese countryside, and now nature is 

not only damaged but a force of destruction itself.   

 The Tet Offensive, which exhibits nature’s destructive abilities, also marks the 

celebration of Tet as synonymous with war.  Tet celebrates the harvest and symbolizes 

renewal.  It is associated strongly with nature, and it is ironic that Huynh’s and Viet 

Nam’s life is destroyed, as is nature, at a celebration that marks renewal.  Just as the 

meaning of Tet as a celebration of nature ends, so does the pastoral in Huynh’s narrative.  

Instead of continuing with pastoral representations, Huynh uses Toliver’s concept of 

antipastoral nature to criticize Communist control.  Huynh’s movement from idyllic 

nature to antipastoral reflects the changing state of nature as the state of Viet Nam 

changes.  When war is present nature is destroyed; when it is absent nature is nurturing 

and beautiful.  Nature mirrors the Vietnamese and their experiences with war: as the 

Vietnamese suffer, nature reflects the torment.  Similarly, nature also mirrors the 

changing politics and Huynh’s perception of each regime.  

 There is little doubt that Huynh detests the Communists because of the pain he 

suffered in re-education camps.  The Viet Cong guards at the camps are manipulative, 

self-serving, greedy, and cruel.  Most of the guards are depicted in taking pleasure in their 

inhumanity, such as one who takes advantage of his position and requires sexual favors 

as payment for a wife to see her imprisoned husband (Huynh 55-6).
7
  There is continuous 

vindication of the power the guards possess as they frequently state, “I’ll shoot anyone I 

want” (Huynh 57).  Besides his characterization, Huynh also states his hatred openly and 

names the Viet Cong “yellow cows,” which means “uneducated and stupid” (Huynh 75).  

Mostly they are cruel and inhumane, using nature and methods of torture to enforce their 

power.  Although Huynh dislikes the Southern government (21), they are not inhumane 

in their treatment of the Vietnamese.  While Huynh’s criticism of the Southern 

government is muted in comparison to the Communists, he uses nature to portray his 

opinion of each regime in comparison to the other.  With this comparison, Huynh stamps 

political criticism onto nature, as the title South Wind Changing suggests.  There is 
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change throughout the narrative, a change in nature and politics.  The wind is ethereal, 

constantly moving, changing, dying, and renewing itself.  The south wind, as developed 

in the narrative as Gio Nom, is symbolic of South Viet Nam and its regime.  This political 

attachment to nature develops a connection of nature and nation, which is also suggested 

by the parallel changing in politics and nature.  With the wind, just as it changes and dies, 

so does the Vietnamese government.  The Southern government changes and dies, power 

is renewed under Communist control, and there is movement towards reunification.  

However, just as the wind changes, nature’s role also changes.  Instead of being nurturing 

and beautiful, as depicted early in the narrative, nature is indifferent.  Human suffering 

does not affect it, neither does joy.  Nature is intangible but indifference does not negate 

its reflection of Viet Nam, and this is most apparent in Huynh’s description of re-

education camps. 

 As Saigon fell, the National Liberation Front (NLF) had to struggle for legitimacy 

which, according to Timothy J. Lomperis, is the basis of justification of political 

authority (11).  It is “achieved only when the people bow to this presumption,” accepting, 

or at least not challenging, a regime’s claim to rule (Lomperis 31).  Lomperis argues that 

a regime can not hold power without legitimacy, and without it the regime is questioned 

and an insurgency or revolution results.  In Viet Nam’s case, during the NLF’s struggle 

against the U.S. and South Viet Nam, the Viet Cong had to maintain their assertion of 

power in villages.  In order to do so, they “preserve[d] a sense of belonging” by scaring 

away or . . . killing those who attempted to maintain a GVN [the Government of the 

Republic of Viet Nam] presence that would compete with this community” (Lomperis 

114).  This violent method of maintaining legitimacy continued after “liberation” with re-

education camps.    The purpose of re-education was to silence opposition to the 

Communist Party, to reconstruct Viet Nam, to denounce materialism and the West, and to 

teach the Vietnamese how to return to an independent agrarian society.  Despite the 

purpose, these camps became prisons where torture and execution were employed for 

discipline and other matters.    After the fall of Saigon, Huynh himself was immediately 

sent to a Marxist labor camp.  Huynh and other prisoners suffered torture, starvation, 

disease, seclusion from family, threat of death and execution, and the loss of many 
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friends.  South Wind Changing thus documents the atrocities in the camps and the 

suffering prisoners experienced, holding the Communist Party and North Vietnamese 

soldiers morally responsible for human rights violations.  In an article in The Atlantic 

Monthly, Huynh speaks openly about his views on the Communist labor camps: “The 

killing fields in Cambodia were more humane . . . It is merciful to kill fast.  In the prison 

camps they worked us to death” (Weiss).  Lowell Weiss describes the institution of re-

education for political study as a “ruse.”  Instead,  

 The peasant guards delighted in breaking their urban, once-pampered prisoners  

 through psychological and physical torture . . . At the daily meal a group of fifty  

 prisoners might be forced to share enough rotten rice to sustain one person.  To  

 survive, the prisoners began to eat cockroaches, banana peels, and the cigarette  

 butts discarded by guards. 

In her article “Vietnamese American Literature,” Monique T. D. Truong focuses on the 

psychological torment, which “came in the guise of the elusive promise of freedom 

dangled enticingly, and falsely, before each prisoner who yearned to write his ticket 

home” (242).
8
  Weiss describes re-education camps as “brutal jungle prisons,” which 

implicates nature’s indifference and the changing political climate.  Being indifferent, 

nature, or the jungle, is unconcerned with human suffering which allows it to become a 

brutal prison.  This also mirrors the brutality of the Communist government that used 

deprivation and dehumanization to torture the prisoners. 

 Re-education camps were meant to educate the city-dwellers on how to become 

part of an agrarian society, teaching methods of cultivating the land without technology.  

In the pastoral form, the idyllic landscape also educates, and the reader is taught the right 

way to live and how the land should be.  For Huynh, re-education camps are an example 

of Toliver’s “antipastoral moment.”  He uses nature in re-education as a contrast to the 

pastoral, and re-education camps are what generates nostalgia for the pastoral.  The 

idyllic landscape of Huynh’s nostalgic images of home contrasts with re-education where 

nature is deadly, beauty is absent from the countryside, and nature is equated with 

dangerous elements, where “the wind whistled like a siren, like a howling wolf, as if a 

tornado was approaching . . . Thunder rumbled in the sky like bombing missions” (Huynh 
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66) and the rain “tortur[ed] [him] like a thousand needles pricking [his] skin” (Huynh 67).  

Here nature is again equated with modern war with the invocation of sirens and bombs.  

It is also equated with the current political regime, which tortures Huynh in its re-

education camps just as the rain tortures him.  Also noteworthy is the method used to 

torture Huynh.  It is nature that is used, as opposed to brute force, indicating nature’s 

indifference to the suffering of the Vietnamese.  Although this is a depiction of a 

thunderstorm and appears accurately described, it contrasts drastically with a storm 

earlier in the narrative.  When burying Huynh’s grandfather, rain “is an excellent sign for 

[the] future” (Huynh 40).  In comparison, the thunderstorm while experiencing re-

education is violent and destructive, a signal as to what nature has become under 

Communism.  But it is also a signal of the indifference of nature; sometimes it is 

nurturing, other times destructive.  It is the perception of people that determines how 

nature is seen.  Nature does not make that distinction, as signified by the usage of tornado 

to describe wind.  A tornado, of course, is never perceived as nurturing; it is always 

destructive to humans.  “Tornado” could also merely be referring to the wind under 

Communist rule, and “tornado” becomes another instance of nature’s reflection of Viet 

Nam.  “Tornado” could directly refer to Communism, as it is destructive to Vietnamese 

in exacting its power.  As nature appears indifferent to Vietnamese suffering, the political 

message placed onto nature specifies the Communist Party’s indifference.  Huynh’s 

depiction of his imprisonment under Communism further illustrates the reflection of 

country in nature. 

 Some critics argue that re-education camps were not brutal prisons that used 

torture and deprivation to exact re-education, such as Hugh Higgins who argues that they 

were meant to reconstruct Viet Nam.  Huynh’s narrative, as well as many other refugee 

narratives, refute Higgins’ “western” views.  While some of the labor that prisoners are 

forced to do is for reconstruction, such as the task Huynh describes to convert an 

abandoned US helicopter field at Hiep Tam into a garden.  It is physically demanding 

work, but unlike Huynh’s previous farm life, there is no communal sense amongst the 

laborers and there are constant beratings by the Communist guards (Huynh 53).  The true 

purpose of these re-education camps is soon revealed, as Huynh notices the soil is poor 
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and cannot produce adequate food for the Vietnamese.  Communist control of Viet Nam 

is destructive, and the first indications appear in nature’s inability to sustain the 

Vietnamese.  Outside of the re-education camps, nature is still repressive and deadly.  

The air is sticky and stifling (Huynh 145), and the necessary fire to cook food turns 

dangerous, burning the prisoners.  The fire is a necessity, for without it Huynh would 

starve.  But in order to keep himself alive, Huynh must endure physical pain, similar to 

life under Communist rule (Huynh 125).  Huynh must endure torture and deprivation in 

order to survive, as does his countrymen.  Nature is still being destroyed by the violence 

of war, even after liberation and outside of labor camps (Huynh 143). 

 Huynh’s depictions of nature fit appropriately into Toliver’s descriptive elements 

of idyllic and antipastoral nature.  Huynh’s nature free of Communist control is vernal 

(Gio Nom), humanized, and a place of love and renewal.  Nature under Communist 

control is wintry (Gio Bac), indifferent and cruel, and a place of age and death (Toliver 

3).
9
  In using a pastoral contrast, Huynh creates tension between the nostalgic image of 

home and the antipastoral moment of re-education.  Toliver’s pastoral contrast also 

illustrates the mirroring of the state of Viet Nam.  The Communists are indifferent and 

cruel, and the Vietnamese people experience nothing but death.  The winter motif, which 

Huynh adopts as Gio Bac, also reflects Viet Nam.  Winter is a time of solitude and death, 

where nature ceases to produce life and waits to be reborn.  The poor soil of Hiep Tam 

illustrates the inability to produce life, as the prisoners must struggle to eke out any food.  

With the beginning of Communist control, Viet Nam is starting to enter a winter period 

that the Communist regime symbolizes.  Similarly, war and Communist control have 

destroyed methods of producing food, halting the economy, using technology to destroy 

the land, and killing Vietnamese men and women who would work the land.  Winter, 

however, does suggest a cycle, where nature is renewed.  The use of winter, which is 

symbolic in Gio Bac, as opposed to something more finite, is part of Huynh’s resistance.  

In making Communist rule and war part of a cycle, Huynh is stating that eventually it 

will end, and Viet Nam can return to its idyllic time; however, it must endure the harsh 

“winter” first.  Also, since Spring is typically symbolic of beauty and the replenishing of 

nature, Huynh is expressing his belief that Communist control will end.  There is 
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criticism in stating Communist rule will eventually end, challenging the regime’s 

legitimacy and its arbitrary connection to the land and the nation. 

 It is not just in the countryside where the Communists are destructive.  The 

Vietnamese Communist Party desired to return Viet Nam to a pre-modern era, indicting 

city-dwellers and the urban center.  Huynh uses this ideology to his advantage, showing 

more of the caustic force of the Communists.  The ensuing presence of the North 

Vietnamese army creates chaos in Saigon, where “confusion reigned” and the city was 

sealed off (Huynh 45).  Instead of a peaceful reunification, it is violent, where a “truck 

carrying northern soldiers barreled into the city and shooting broke out here and there” 

(Huynh 46).  Once Saigon fell, Huynh is imprisoned because he is a student and is sent to 

a re-education camp (Huynh 50).  Again, the Viet Cong have destroyed an idealized 

space, and in arresting Huynh because he is a student, they have shown blatant disregard 

for education just as they did tradition.  This disregard undermines the usage of 

“education” in re-education.  For Huynh, there is no education, only deliberate disdain of 

individuality and the Vietnamese.  Saigon is also a symbol of Western capitalism, the 

very thing the Communists are fighting to rid Viet Nam of.  In representing Saigon as an 

idealized space, Huynh is stating that Western capitalism and urbanity are not destructive 

and violent forces in themselves. The only detrimental force in Viet Nam is Communism 

and war. 

 Huynh has revised the pastoral form in using it to criticize modern warfare and 

the oppressive Communist Party which have killed some of his siblings and forced 

Huynh to leave his homeland.  He uses the pastoral to represent Viet Nam before war and 

Communist control, and also to symbolize his views on what Viet Nam should be.  As 

war encroaches and re-education camps enter the narrative as prisons, Huynh is able to 

express his criticisms of communism’s agrarian manifesto, which is symbolized by the 

camps.  This form of agrarian economy opposes Huynh’s vision for his country, and   

Huynh no longer envisions the countryside as perfect and innocent.  The destruction of 

modern warfare and communist control is so destructive that the pastoral must end, 

forcing an antipastoral image into the narrative.  It is nature’s indifference which makes 

the pastoral unrecognizable; the idyllic landscape becomes nature as a site of moral 
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contradictions, which reflects Huynh’s perceptions of war.  So instead, the work is a 

pastoral lament, and the antipastoral condition of the countryside is indicated by the re-

education camps.  In being a lament, Huynh is expressing his desire to not only return 

home, but also revert Viet Nam to its previous splendor.  It is a productive and beautiful 

countryside rooted in tradition that is no longer, and this lament produces political 

criticism against the Vietnamese Communist party.  But the end of the pastoral not only 

criticizes Communist rule, it also makes a statement about the gravity of loss that the 

refugees experienced.  The utter destruction of home and country alludes to the loss of 

not only home, but of homeland, family, culture, and identity which Southeast Asian 

refugees experienced with oppressive regimes and the flight for freedom. 
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1
 This is essentially when his town, An Tan, became immersed in the war. 

2
 In her work Resistance Literature, Barbara Harlow argues that resistance literature can 

be defined as a reflection of resistance and national liberation movements, participating 

in the struggle for liberation.  Resistance literature “is presented by the critic as an arena 

of struggle” (2) and it envisions itself “as immediately and directly involved in a struggle 

against ascendant or dominant forms of ideological and cultural production” (29). 
3
 Conflict refers to anything that forces flight, from political/religious repression to war. 

4
 Toliver’s four “pastoral contrasts” are “Nature/Society,” “Nature/Art,” 

“Nature/Celestial Paradise,” and “Idyllic Nature/Antipastoral Nature” (3). 
5
 In pastoral theory, the idealized countryside parallels a paradise: Ancient Greece/Mt. 

Olympus, Arcadia, Eden. 
6
 Di is Huynh’s female friend who he feels an attraction to.  Before Huynh is imprisoned 

in a re-education camp, Di weds another man in an arranged marriage. 
7
 All of the Viet Cong are inhumane, except for Chu Tu, who shows some pity for Huynh, 

allowing him to eat the animals caught (97).  Chu Tu also shows remorse at the death of a 

prisoner, Tam, stating “He was a fine young man.  It was too early for him” (128).  

Huynh expresses compassion for Chu Tu’s fate (179). 
8
 Interestingly, this specific quote is in reference to Truong’s analysis of Huynh’s 

narrative. 
9
 Toliver states unrequited love and age are characteristic of antipastoral nature.  

However, since idyllic and antipastoral are meant to contrast, death appears to fit better 

against renewal and is indicative in age; to age is to come closer to death.  Huynh’s tale is 

not a romance and there is no object of unrequited love.  Instead it is a tale of survival. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

 

THE CHAOS OF URBANITY: CREATION OF PASTORAL BEAUTY IN ANH 

HUNG TRAN’S FILMS 

 

 

 Anh Hung Tran, an exile of the war in Viet Nam, has brought much attention to 

Vietnamese film, as his various films have generated interest at Cannes and the Academy 

Awards.   There has been extensive critical discourse involving Tran’s films, as critics 

discuss a number of subjects ranging from the technical aspects of his films to the 

thematics of images and plots.  For instance, in his article “Here and Now,” Tony Rayns 

focuses almost entirely on the creation and cinematography of Cyclo.  Often the beauty 

and harmony that Tran creates in his films are the subjects of criticism, and it is these two 

elements where the pastoral mode takes form.  Tran relays criticism of modern Viet Nam 

with his visual forms of pastoral.  Tran aestheticizes his images to create scenes of 

pastoral beauty, and therefore the idea behind aestheticism must be briefly discussed.  

Aestheticism has become synonymous with art for art’s sake, creating tension between 

art and politics.
1
  Havelock Ellis, however, argues that aestheticism is a criticism in itself, 

as it “criticize[s] life as it has . . . been lived in the past, and at the same time . . . offer[s] 

new modes of seeing and doing, new concepts of the human person and the human 

condition” (Qtd. in Woodring 232).  Tran aestheticizes nature, culture and family life in 

his films, and one must ask whether or not Tran is using these aesthetics to obscure a 

political message or create one?  My argument stems from the nostalgia of the pastoral 

mode, as Tran uses aestheticized moments of pastoral beauty to remind the viewer of a 

loss, which is strengthened by intermittent sites of war.  These aesthetic images, which 

one finds pervasive in Tran’s films The Scent of Green Papaya, Vertical Ray of the Sun,
2
 

and Cyclo, increases the longing for a pre-war/pre-modern Viet Nam.  This chapter 

focuses primarily on the theme of nostalgia for a pre-modern Viet Nam that is created 
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with aestheticized images.  Tran aestheticizes images of nature, tradition, daily life, and 

women to create a pastoral vision, and each of these images are a “site of possible 

change,” which Rey Chow describes as a “place where battles are fought and strategies of 

resistance negotiated” (29). 

 Although film is not generally associated with the pastoral form, I argue that there 

is precedent for including new forms based on the various forms pastoral was adopted 

into during the Renaissance period.  Pastoral form has shown versatility as a subject and 

has been adopted beyond poetry: into fiction, song, and plays.  The elements and 

relations of the pastoral form have changed with the time period and the cultural 

influence of the countries that have adopted it.  Besides this fact, Tran’s films do follow 

the conventional elements of pastoral associated with the Renaissance era: the 

country/city tension.  But Tran’s country/city tension is complex, as some of the visuals 

of nature and tradition occur within the city and are surrounded by urban decay.  It is a 

tension that not only develops between the country and city, but also between the modern 

and pre-modern eras of Viet Nam.  For Tran, the modern era and all of its vices are 

symbolic of the city; nature, tradition and harmony become synonymous with the country.  

A pre-modern Viet Nam is equated with countryside and nature, and in aestheticizing 

nature as pastoral does, Tran creates nostalgia for the past, a time without the vices of 

colonial and postcolonial modernity.  Although the form may not be pastoral, Tran’s 

cinematic form does aestheticize his subject matter, linking beauty with nature, culture, 

and women. 

 It is not uncommon to find artists and authors who use nature for their art, yet the 

way of utilizing nature has defined some schools of literature, philosophy and art.  Some 

authors argue that nature is improved by art while others argue that art seeks to imitate 

and improve upon nature.  For instance, René Descartes believed that nature was perfect 

in design and supernatural or divine events were unnecessary in developing the beauty of 

nature (Woodring 8).  Carl Woodring notes Dante’s feelings on nature through his 

reference to Virgil in the Inferno, “that art should follow nature because nature takes her 

course directly from that art which is unique to the divine intellect of God” (2).  Authors 

like Ralph Waldo Emerson, who uses nature as subject, “defined art as what human will 
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does to nature” (Woodring 18).  Emerson wrote: “Nature, in the common sense, refers to 

essences unchanged by man; space, air, the river, the leaf.  Art is applied to the mixture 

of his will with the same things, as in the house, a canal, a statue, a picture” (qtd. in 

Woodring 18).  And, as has been previously discussed, Theocritus and the pastoral form 

use the uncontaminated land and countryside as idealized space and consecrated subject 

matter.  Tran’s films continue with this tradition, using visual images and cinematic 

moments of objects of nature to blend nature and art.   

 The countryside and land are not the only way authors show their appreciation of 

nature.  Tales of urban decay in the city express their appreciation in the lack of nature in 

urban sprawl which is teeming with dangerous vices and unsavory settings.  Others 

choose to use women to represent nature, allowing for the natural beauty of women to 

create man’s appreciation and love of nature (Woodring 7).  Nature is often gendered as 

female in its depiction of being nurturing and beautiful and with the concept of Mother 

Nature.  The concept of beauty pertains to women and nature, and for Tran, tradition as 

well.  Natural beauty is critical to this idealization, for it suggests that the beauty of a 

woman exists without the artificial appearance of cosmetics and accessories.  These 

methods of improving on beauty are vices of the modern world, and for Tran a woman 

with natural beauty symbolizes not only nature, but tradition and his pre-war/pre-modern 

home of Viet Nam.  But these natural women in Tran’s films are found in the city 

surrounded by urban decay, and despite their connection to nature, are tempted by the 

corruption of modern life, just as Tran’s pre-modern home has been corrupted by 

modernity.  The temptations of modern life increases Tran’s longing for a pre-modern 

Viet Nam, as its vulnerability is emphasized with each temptation and succumbing to 

modern life. 

 Tran’s first film, The Scent of Green Papaya, sets up the time period where Tran’s 

traditional, pre-war/pre-modern Viet Nam begins its change into modernity: the pre-war 

years of 1951-1961.
3
  These years represent the era that Tran’s pastoral vision begins to 

recede, as images of pastoral beauty, such as aestheticized nature and the natural beauty 

of women, give way to images of nature being destroyed and the artificial beauty of 

women.  Tran contends that with The Scent of Green Papaya, he wanted to deal with “the 
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problem of servitude” of women in Viet Nam (qtd. in Rayns, The Scent of Green Papaya 

49).  Rayns also discusses one of the themes of the film: “both periods of Múi’s 

education” (The Scent of Green Papaya 49).  The film centers on Múi, a servant girl who 

at the age of ten comes to Saigon to work in an upper middle-class merchant’s household.  

The film focuses on Múi’s life in the merchant’s and Khuyen’s (her future lover) 

household as she grows older and Viet Nam escalates into war.  Thuy Dinh describes The 

Scent of Green Papaya “as a visual conduit, to recapture the smells, sounds, and tastes, of 

[Tran’s] Vietnamese past” (81), and it “affirms the intrinsic beauty of the Vietnamese 

culture” (82).  Rayns also contends that the film is about “the shift from the countryside 

to cities, the developing sophistication and education, and then, inevitably, the 

‘westernisation’” of Viet Nam (The Scent of Green Papaya 49).  For Tran, Múi 

epitomizes natural beauty, becoming symbolic of nature and his nostalgic representation 

of pre-modern Viet Nam. 

 While Múi is still a child, Tran develops her connection to nature with 

aestheticized images of nature as Múi interacts with the outside sphere of the home.  In 

Múi’s first moments in her new home, the chirping of crickets drowns out most sounds.  

Even as a scene between Múi’s mistress and master plays out indoors, with the master 

playing an instrument, the chirping of crickets is heard over the music.  Múi is almost 

always surrounded by nature, from scenery to smaller objects, like small animals and 

plants.  In the servant quarters, Múi’s bed is below a window that looks out onto a small 

garden of tropical bushes and a palm-like plant.  Whenever Múi is in the camera’s frame 

inside her room, so are the plants outside the window.  When Múi is absent, so are the 

plants.  Múi’s world consists almost entirely of nature, as her main spheres of life are the 

kitchen and garden (which are in the same area of the home outside).  Múi’s world is 

characterized by “tumescent fruits suspended . . . from silent branches, . . . the cricket 

singing its summer song in its bamboo cage, . . . tree frogs on wet fronds, . . . [and] 

earthen jars holding rain water” (Thuy 83).   

 Tran’s pastoral vision is signified by nostalgic representations of nature and 

natural beauty.  There are overt moments when Tran emphasizes Múi’s symbolic 

meaning as pre-war/pre-modern Viet Nam and hence of her associations to nature and 
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pastoral beauty.  Múi is easily side-tracked by nature, as much of Múi’s days appear to be 

spent observing nature in the outdoor area of the house.  The camera focuses on images 

of nature: leaves, milky white sap dripping onto leaves, papayas hanging from trees, an 

ant dragging food, lizards in trees, frogs, crickets, and fish in a coy pond.  Each of these 

images are followed by a visual image of Múi’s enjoyment of these objects, and she is 

unaffected by the surrounding turmoil of the merchant’s marital discord.  This is 

poignantly portrayed as Múi waters the garden and her fellow maidservant, Thi, is 

speaking to her.  Múi is unwavering in her task as Thi tells Múi the master has taken all 

the money and left.  While this situation should concern Múi since it affects her welfare 

and possibly her job, she is completely unaffected, concentrating entirely on the garden.  

However, the chirping of birds overhead causes Múi to stop her task abruptly and watch 

the birds.  As a child, Múi is completely enraptured by nature and barely influenced by 

the modern world.  This is Tran’s pre-war Viet Nam, “a symbol of everyday life in that 

long-gone world” (Server 118), which is “a pristinely exotic dream of Saigon” (Server 

119).  While the modern world is present in young Múi’s world, its presence increases as 

time moves on and the civil war of Viet Nam draws closer. 

 Although the film spans the pre-war years of 1951-1961, there is still a presence 

of American and western culture and its forms of modernity in the film.   The most 

prevalent visual of Western influence is in the image of Khuyen’s fiancée, a westernized 

and modern young Vietnamese woman whose beauty is artificial as opposed to Tran’s 

ideal of ‘natural’ pastoral beauty.  Instead of the traditional Vietnamese woman, as Múi 

symbolizes, the ao dai, modest tied back hair and flip-flop sandals are missing.  Instead, 

this Westernized woman wears a 60s style blue dress of immodest design, high heels, a 

low beehive hairstyle, and make-up.  She is a modern woman who prefers eating at 

restaurants and shamelessly flirts, joking about infidelity as she insinuates Khuyen’s 

attraction to his servant, Múi.  She is forceful, dragging Khuyen away from his piano as 

he is working.  Thuy Dinh notes the fiancee’s westernization, arguing that her gift of a 

single vase signifies “her ignorance of the Vietnamese culture” (84). 

 A build-up of war is present in the background sounds of jets, which occasionally 

drown out the noise of both households that Múi works at.  Jet planes and Khuyen’s 
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modern fiancée are the only overt references to the modern world.  Tran uses Múi’s 

mistress to present a more subtle reference to the modern world.  The mistress is a more 

traditional Vietnamese woman, encompassing all of Múi’s natural elements.  The 

mistress, despite her financial comfort, does not use modern methods to improve her 

beauty, preferring ao dais and a modest hairstyle.  She observes Vietnamese traditions 

and beliefs, preferring traditional medicine of incense needles over modern medicine to 

care for her unfaithful and ill husband.  The mistress is symbolic of the effects of Tran’s 

binary opposition: modern Viet Nam encroaching on pre-war Viet Nam.  Modern Viet 

Nam is symbolized by her husband, who has completely embraced the vices of urbanity, 

as he has inherently sacrificed the health of his daughter, To, and overtly his marriage 

with his binges of women, alcohol and all of the carnal pleasures the city has to offer.  

Each scene the mistress and her husband have together is tense.  In the aforementioned 

scene in the beginning of the film, as the master plays his instrument, the mistress tells 

him of Múi’s arrival.  He is almost completely silent, continuously playing his instrument.  

The tension mounts between the two, and as the curfew sirens drown out the husband’s 

music, the wife abruptly leaves.  This marriage and the couple’s scenes together contrasts 

with pastoral beauty, as often in their scenes together there is a disruption by the modern 

world as symbolized by jets and sirens.  Despite her frustrations, the mistress remains 

silent about her issues, and it is only through the older female servant that we learn about 

the mistress’ marital problems.  The mistress must endure all the harm her modern 

husband has caused in order to fulfill her duties as a wife.  She has been beaten down 

with modernity, symbolized by her husband, and in trying to reconcile modernity with 

tradition, she is ultimately destroyed by her marriage and the shame she endures by her 

husband’s ways. 

 The mistress sees Múi as her past (and the reincarnation of her dead daughter To), 

and there are moments in the film where the mistress’ longing for the past are upsetting.  

In one scene, the mistress watches a young Múi sleep, silently weeping.  The breeze 

rustles leaves and the mosquito net over Múi’s bed, covering the mistress’ face as if it 

were a shroud.  The mistress is mourning both for Viet Nam’s past (Múi) and its future 

(the mistress).  Múi represents Tran’s pastoral vision and the mistress’ lament for the past 
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heightens the nostalgic representation of pre-war/pre-modern Viet Nam.  Later in the film, 

as Múi is an adult and must leave the mistress’ home because of financial problems, the 

goodbye scene between Múi and her mistress serves as foreshadowing to the future of 

Viet Nam.  The mistress’ physical appearance is ragged, her movement is tortured as she 

hunches over while moving, and she appears prematurely aged from her self ten years 

previous.  Thuy Dinh argues that Múi has replaced the mistress’ natural daughter, To, and 

this specific scene “symbolizes a daughter’s parting on the eve of her marriage” (83).  As 

the natural daughter would receive on the night before her wedding had she not died, Múi 

receives an ao dai, black pants, jewelry, and slippers.  In this act, Múi is inheriting the 

mistress’ world; symbolically the pre-modern Viet Nam slowly being destroyed by war 

and the effects of colonial modernity.  The usage of this act in the film specifically 

heightens the sense of loss Tran is depicting, as the exchange between Múi and her 

mistress is overwhelmed by the sound of jets.  The jets emphasize the disruption of 

tradition that modernity and war create, and the viewer begins to feel a sense of ending, 

as if this act will never occur again.  Besides this symbolic disruption of the pastoral 

tradition, the plot itself disrupts with the death of To.  Since the mistress can not give the 

gift to her daughter before her wedding, she must settle for a servant forced to leave the 

home, signifying not only the forced change of traditions, but also the financial ruin and 

decline of the traditional Vietnamese family.  As Múi begins her departure, the mistress 

calls out “my daughter” and collapses at Múi’s feet, the scene ending with the jets 

drowning out the mistress’ cries.  The sound of jets also marks the destruction of the land 

as the jets replace the sound of crickets that aid in the production of a pastoral vision. 

 While a child, Múi never succumbs to the modern world, remaining faithful to 

Tran’s pastoral vision that represents pre-war Viet Nam.  In the first scene of the film, 

pieces of modern life appear as Múi approaches the door to her new home.  In the alley, 

Múi passes by a man unconscious in a wheelchair with a hat covering his face, possibly a 

drunk or beggar.  The mistress’ young boys also symbolize modernity, as the middle one 

kills beetles and nails them to walls and drowns ants in hot wax, while the youngest, Tin, 

seeks to torture Múi to show his social superiority.  Tin is selfish, abusing Múi for his 

enjoyment by using destructive and obscene means: he tips over a water bucket onto a 
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newly washed floor, urinates into an expensive family vase, uses a dead lizard to scare 

Múi, and pulls down clean laundry into the dirt.  However, just as Múi is unreactive to 

her masters’ financial and marital problems, she also shows little to no reaction to Tin.  

The middle son does not focus his efforts on Múi, and instead symbolizes a repressive 

modernity, which seeks to completely destroy nature, just as the boy’s finger grinds ants 

into wax. 

 Múi becomes tempted by modern culture as she works at Khuyen’s home.  

Khuyen’s westernized fiancée begins to leave parts of her western unnatural beauty 

behind, such as high heels and lipstick.  This unnatural beauty is artificial and therefore 

an affront to the film that aestheticizes natural beauty to create a pastoral representation 

of female beauty.  This artificial beauty signifies an artificial beauty which Tran’s organic, 

natural beauty opposes.  As Múi comes across these items, she is fascinated yet hesitant, 

wanting to try on the high heels but never doing so.  The lipstick holds more sway over 

Múi as it becomes a forgotten remnant of a soon departing fiancée.  On first encountering 

the lipstick, Múi is curious and opens it to look, but places it in a drawer.  Later, Múi 

decides to wear the finery she received from her mistress, returning to the lipstick, 

applying it slowly and hesitantly.  Tran focuses on Múi’s lips as the lipstick stains her 

pale lips, symbolically exemplifying the change modernity and urbanity forces onto 

nature and tradition, emphasizing the contrast between the modern Viet Nam and Tran’s 

pastoral representation of pre-war/pre-modern Viet Nam as Múi wipes the lipstick off in 

shame. 

 The film ends happily, with Múi pregnant, literate, assumedly married, and 

seemingly unchanged by modernity.  While this ending seems to symbolize what Tran 

would like to envision Viet Nam as, the knowledge of future events disrupts that 

cinematic closure, and Tran’s pastoral vision of pre-war Viet Nam ends.  Since this story 

takes place in Saigon before the outbreak of war, Tran and the viewer know that this 

peace and harmony that Múi represents is not permanent, and she therefore serves as a 

nostalgic reminder of Tran’s pastoral pre-war Viet Nam. 

 Tran’s film Vertical Ray of the Sun, uses nature to create harmony, similar to the 

usage of aestheticized nature in The Scent of Green Papaya.  Although Vertical Ray of 
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the Sun uses nature to create a pastoral vision of pre-modern Viet Nam, the film focuses 

more on tradition and family relationships to create the country/city tension.  At the heart 

of the film, Tran is emphasizing harmony of life and its representation of pre-modern 

Viet Nam.  For Tran, “harmony is most important” (qtd. in Sklar 70).  It is the 

aestheticization of harmony that creates moments of pastoral beauty.  The film centers 

around one family of three sisters, one brother, and two husbands.  Quoc, the oldest sister 

Suong’s husband, sums up the meaning of the film: “One should live where one’s soul is 

in harmony where it is in accord with its surroundings.”  For Quoc, harmony is in family 

life and nature, and Tran aestheticizes both.  Nature’s beauty and harmony is most 

apparent with the landscape of Quoc’s research site at a pristine and secluded bay.  The 

area is notably devoid of any sounds, particularly those of the modern city.  Quoc’s bay, 

with its rippling water and undisturbed forest, is Tran’s pastoral representation of a pre-

modern Viet Nam.  However, there is an undercurrent of the influence of modern Viet 

Nam taking over, as the old fisherman that Quoc fraternizes with laments his loneliness, 

and the only way for him to feel better is with a woman, assumedly a prostitute.  But, 

despite being with this woman, the fisherman’s loneliness is assuaged only temporarily, 

and then he is even more miserable.  In Vertical Ray of the Sun, it is not only nature that 

has been negatively affected but, more importantly, it is the family.  The old fisherman 

has no family, and modern culture does not provide a surrogate for this important human 

relationship.  However, family life has been changed by the modern world, as it forces 

relationships to deteriorate. 

 In Vertical Ray of the Sun, the family appears harmonious, and Tran uses 

cinematic moments to aestheticize the exchanges among family members.  Daily life and 

chores, such as cooking, washing, and morning rituals are harmonious, as visualized by 

Hai and Lien, the brother and youngest sister.  The harmony of daily life that Tran creates 

with Lien and Hai’s routine helps produce the pastoral vision of pre-modern Viet Nam.  

Their morning rituals work in almost unison: as Hai does push-ups, Lien stretches.  

Another scene encompasses the praying of the family at the mother’s shrine.  Tran’s 

camera places the shrine in the far right side of the scene, the person praying at the left, 

and a black and white enlarged, framed photograph of a plant on the wall in dead center.  
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The camera is steady, as each member of the family prays.  The scene is in complete 

silence, and there is no tension.  This specific scene expresses the visual harmony that 

Tran is trying to create within this family.  There is a similar harmonious scene that 

focuses on the three sisters as they prepare a celebration dinner.  The three are huddled 

closely together, gossiping and bonding as they prepare the feast.  The end product, a 

chicken, is aestheticized, and Macnab describes “the texture and colours” as “put[ting] 

most still lifes to shame” (27).  Tran describes the preparation of food as “beautiful” and 

wishes to “communicate” this beauty to the viewer (Qtd. in Macnab 28).  It is only with 

family life and scenes of nature where Tran aestheticizes images to create his pastoral 

vision. 

 However, as the viewer quickly discovers, these relationships are not harmonious 

as marital infidelity is revealed.  Quoc and Suong experienced a miscarriage four years 

prior to the setting of the film, and since then have been carrying on extramarital affairs.  

Suong chooses to have her affair with Tuan in silence, whereas Quoc has an entirely new 

family living at the same bay he works at.  While the miscarriage sparks it, Suong tells 

her sister Khou that it is out of loneliness and a need to feel loved and wanted that 

encourages her affair.  But just like the old fisherman, both Suong and Quoc are still 

lonely and miserable with their marriage and affairs. 

 With Khou and Kien, it is the freedom of movement that the modern world has 

given that produces possible infidelity.  The mobility of modern people suggests a 

disconnection from the land and the family, as it is easier for people to leave their homes 

and family and those ties are weakened.  On his trip to Ho Chi Minh City, which he calls 

Saigon, Kien sits next to a thoroughly modern Vietnamese woman, who at the hotel 

leaves him a card with her room number and a time.  Kien goes, and although nothing 

occurs, Tran emphasizes the role of the modern city in infidelity as he focuses on a 

television, displaying “snow,” with a lacy undergarment draped over the screen.  The 

mobility of modern society allows for the opportunity for anonymous sexual encounters.  

Marital infidelity in Vertical Ray of the Sun disrupts the harmony of daily life, creating 

tension between the family that disturbs Tran’s pastoral vision of the pre-modern Viet 

Nam.  The disruption of daily life culminates in a heated argument between the three 
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sisters, whose relationship is a site of pastoral beauty.  The relationship between the three 

sisters is one of aestheticized harmony, as the women cook, sleep in the same bed and 

entwine themselves while resting after the celebration dinner.   

 While the two marriages are clearly moral criticisms of relationships in the 

modern world, the borderline incestuous relationship between Hai and Lien must be 

examined.  This relationship is symptomatic of the modern condition, as relationships 

have degraded so poorly that there is no longer a set dynamic between man and woman.  

Hai and Lien are often viewed as a couple by outsiders, as they walk arm-in-arm and are 

constantly together.  But even in their private lives does that viewpoint appear, as Lien 

often crawls into Hai’s bed at night.  At one point, Lien convinces Hai to rehearse his 

love scene with her.  While this could be viewed as a close relationship, it is telling that 

neither Hai nor Lien sees their relationship as wrong in any way.  In fact, both find it 

amusing that they are perceived as a couple, and only rarely does one try to change how 

others view their relationship.  Although Tran aestheticizes this family and produces 

images and scenes of harmony to create a pastoral vision, the underlying currents of 

infidelity and the disruption of relationships mirrors Tran’s views on the loss of pastoral 

relationships in the modern world. 

 It should be noted that Vertical Ray was filmed in Hanoi, a city which Tran has 

admitted a growing fondness for.  Tran describes Hanoi as “retain[ing] . . . a provincial” 

and intimate “quality” (Qtd. in Macnab 27) where there are only “traces of the 

organization of communist life” and “intimacy . . . [spills] out on to the street” (Qtd. in 

Macnab 27-8).  Hanoi is a place “that escapes modernity” and feels “like a village” (Qtd. 

in Macnab 28).  But despite the clear difference between Hanoi and Saigon, which 

represents a violent modern city, Hanoi is still subject to modern vices, as displayed by 

the various relationships in Vertical Ray. 

 In Cyclo, Tran takes a completely different turn in filmmaking, aestheticizing 

urban decay in modern Ho Chi Minh City.  Tran tells the story of a young cyclo driver 

and his fall into the underworld of modern Viet Nam.  The aestheticization of urban 

decay allows Tran to show just how far modern Viet Nam has degraded.  There is no 

creation of pastoral beauty in Cyclo, and instead there is an absence of the 
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aestheticization of harmony and nature which is intrinsic to Tran’s pastoral vision.  This 

absence exhibits the same idea of degradation, as Tran aestheticizes the past by the 

absence of it in the present.  As Claude Lévi-Strauss argues, the “constituent elements . . . 

only acquire meaning in their relation to other elements . . . comprehensible only on the 

basis of structuring oppositions” (Stam 106).  The film works to deconstruct these binary 

oppositions, however, as nature is transposed onto multiple sites of violence as well as 

the absence of peace.  Cyclo is the visionary culmination of modernity and urban decay in 

Viet Nam, and Rayns argues that “Tran is making an unfashionably moralistic point 

about the country’s rush to embrace capitalism and its mercenary values.”  Geoffrey 

Macnab describes Cyclo as a portrayal of a “society where western and eastern values 

collided and corruption and random violence had become endemic” (26).  With Cyclo, 

the war is more than just a memory, juxtaposing unification and modern Viet Nam.  The 

postwar period is supposed to be a time of peace, but instead of the utopian vision of 

unification that nationalists had, Tran displays a corrupt and violent postwar Viet Nam, 

which the authorities can not control and the government can not help.  Violence can not 

be contained or destroyed by authorities, as the cyclo driver is able to outrun the police 

after igniting a shop, the underworld gangsters run rampant, and a fire truck kills the Boss 

Lady’s childlike, mentally handicapped teenage son.   

 With Cyclo, Tran develops the degradation of women caused by modern society 

by displaying the absence of pastoral beauty.  The prostitution of Vietnamese women 

became prevalent during the civil war, and it continues into modern day Viet Nam.  The 

cyclo driver’s older sister turns to prostitution in order to make money, starting out as a 

fetish prostitute.  Her first customer wants to watch her urinate into a bowl, while she is 

standing up.  He forces her to drink water, violently pushing a bottle of water into her 

arms.  Her second customer has a fetish for feet and washes her toes and paints her 

toenails.  While her role in the film is as a fetish object, so is her form as she is filmed.  

Women’s beauty thus turns into the objects of nature’s fetishization as the pastoral gives 

way to prostitution and the desecration of the land and women in general.  Tran 

specifically films the prostitute in parts, focusing on her feet, her legs, the back of her 

knees, her hips.  Tran is purposely presenting the prostitute as an object, supporting 
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Mulvey’s argument that film turns the female form into a fetish object with “the gaze” 

(Carroll 377).   

 Women are still connected to nature, as it is the prostitute who asks The Poet, the 

title given to her pimp, to take her to the countryside, and in the moments of women’s 

degradation, Tran is simultaneously showing the degradation of land and nature by the 

modern city.  But it is not only women who are objectified by the camera.  Tran films 

men as parts, suggesting that modern Viet Nam makes every person into an object.  As 

the cyclo driver works and collects money, the hands and arms are only shown as money 

exchanges hands.  With the cyclo driver himself, Tran spends one scene focusing on his 

back.  The lighting highlights the bones in the back, objectifying poverty.  The characters 

in the film also have no names, even in the credits, and they are defined by their 

occupation. 

 There is an absence of pastoral beauty in modern Viet Nam and therefore all of 

society has been degraded by modernity.  As a group of cyclo drivers sits down for lunch, 

their conversation encompasses only the diseases that they have.  One driver states: 

“These days it hurts to piss.  What about you?”  The rest of the drivers express their 

sympathy and understanding, as most seem to have experienced this ailment.  Besides the 

vices of modernity there are also the effects those vices have on Viet Nam, creating a 

society apathetic to their fellow citizens.  As the cyclo driver is beaten up in broad 

daylight in the middle of a busy street, no one comes to his aid.  As he lies on the 

concrete, shadows and bottoms of tires and wheels roll past him. 

 All of these situations show the degradation of the Vietnamese in modern society, 

as well as the degradation of urban life.  Tran takes aesthetic realism and maps it onto 

postwar Viet Nam.  He uses this aesthetic realism to generate discomfort in the viewer, 

which only increases the tension and revulsion towards city life.  Three specific scenes 

encapsulate the creation of discomfort: the image of the cyclo driver covered in mud, the 

death of a goldfish, and the slaughterhouse.  The cyclo driver, after throwing a Molotov 

cocktail into a repair shop, is seen covered in a grainy mud.  As the camera focuses on his 

face, the viewer can see a small spider crawling across his upper lip and a worm below 

his nose.  The killing of a goldfish, while a relatively unimportant act, creates revulsion in 
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the method of its death.  The boss lady’s gang fills a glass with a volatile liquid, alcohol 

or gasoline, and drops a goldfish in.  The goldfish struggles to breathe, the body wretches 

violently, and a spurt of blood appears.  The slaughterhouse scene, while already a place 

of revulsion, creates a heightened disgust in the brutality of the place.  Squeals of pigs 

resonate in the slaughterhouse, and still living pigs thrash from their position of 

suspension from the roof.  In a close-up, a pig is disgorged and blood gushes from its 

body cavity.  This is one of the few images of nature in the film, and encapsulates the 

film’s theme of the death of nature.  Rather than an aestheticized image of nature that 

creates pastoral beauty, Tran depicts the gruesome death of not only the pigs, but of 

nature. 

 There are also intermittent references to the war and their presence in Cyclo 

represents Tran’s criticism of the effect it had on Viet Nam.  First, there is the disabled 

veterans that must beg for money.  They appear early in the film as musicians, singing 

verses that create nostalgia for Tran’s pre-war Viet Nam.  The veterans’ song uses the 

line “Childhood, I remember you” to implicate pre-war innocence, and also images of 

nature to signify an untouched countryside.  There is also the Boss Lady’s son, who is a 

symbolic representation of the Viet Nam created by the war.  The Boss Lady explains to 

The Poet that her son’s mental deficiency is due to the hardships of the war.
4
  She 

explains how as a teenager, she had to supplement alcohol for sustenance because there 

was a food shortage.  It is the alcohol that causes the physical handicap, but it is the war 

and “liberation” that forces these deformities on Viet Nam and the Vietnamese. 

 These images of urban decay, while generating discomfort, also generate Tran’s 

nostalgia for the past as his pastoral vision of pre-war/pre-modern Viet Nam is absent 

throughout the film.  Ho Chi Minh City is almost completely devoid of any harmony or 

nature.  The only instance of harmony occurs after Tet, when the cyclo driver’s sister is 

seen in a quiet park where there are few signs of the urban world around it.  As discussed 

in reference to Tran Van Dinh’s Blue Dragon White Tiger, Tet represents a bringing 

together of opposites, creating a moment where everything, including the cosmos, are at 

peace and there is brief harmony in Viet Nam.  And while Tet is an important celebration 

to Tran’s characters, there is no harmony during Tet, as pickpockets abound, the boss 
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lady’s son is killed, and The Poet burns to death in his home.  Although modern Saigon 

can not create that moment of harmony, the aestheticization of the activities of Tet, such 

as the burning of incense, increase the longing for pre-modern Viet Nam where Tet 

would create harmony.  The almost complete absence of harmony produces pre-modern 

nostalgia for the simple pastoral beauty of Viet Nam. 

 While Anh Hung Tran’s films are not pastoral in traditional form and content, 

they are pastoral in the mode of critique that emerges through their nostalgic lament for 

the pre-modern past.  Because of the nature of modernity for Tran, pastoral is opposed by 

nature in modern society.  As women, a symbol of nature, and the land are degraded by 

modernity, the pastoral form can not be used effectively.  Instead, Tran must aestheticize 

moments to produce his nostalgia, a longing for the past found in pastoral forms. With 

Tran’s films, a visual image of Viet Nam is created that differs from other modern images, 

where the war is often the center of the film.  While Tran develops this contradictory 

image, he also presents an image that differs from Dinh and Huynh.  While Huynh 

develops his image of Viet Nam based on his anti-Communist beliefs and experiences of 

the atrocities of war, Tran’s narrative does not, and instead develops his pastoral vision of 

pre-war/pre-modern Viet Nam with nostalgic images of the past and the aestheticization 

of nature and daily life. 
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1
 This tension is clearly displayed with the Nazis, who created beautiful works of art, but 

committed extreme acts of brutality. 
2
 The Vertical Ray of the Sun was previously titled At the Height of Summer. 

3
 The Scent of Green Papaya was filmed on a sound stage in Paris, and therefore 

absolutely every element (sound, weather, etc.) is part of Tran’s design. 
4
 Assuming that the year Cyclo was made also pertains to the year within the plot, the 

Boss Lady refers to a past moment that roughly places the year around 1975, but it is 

unclear if it is before or after the fall of Saigon. 
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EPILOGUE 

 

 

 The title of this study, “Re-educating the Pastoral,” suggests many connotations 

within the scope of pastoral mode and Southeast Asian American literature and 

Vietnamese film.  The term “re-educating” invokes the Vietnamese Communist Party 

credo, a re-education of the Southern sympathizers in the concept of the land as a site of 

productivity and creation of a classless society, challenging the Western hegemonic ideas 

of the land and re-educating the West about Southeast Asia, the refugee experience, the 

wars of Viet Nam and Cambodia.  This “re-education,” however, opens up other areas of 

discussion in Southeast Asian literature and film and the Asian American experience with 

the use of the pastoral mode.  This study discusses various social and political criticisms 

that U Sam Oeur, Tran Van Dinh, Jade Ngoc Quang Huynh, and Anh Hung Tran develop 

concerning war, Communist regimes and the effects of modernity and analyzes them in 

relation to the modes and forms of the pastoral in order to understand the political 

landscape.  This analysis also suggests other ways of thinking about the pastoral mode as 

a unique but distinctly regional crossing, a local/global site of exchange that occurs with 

the land. 

 There is currently a large body of critical discourse concerning Southeast Asian 

American literature.  However, most of it is dedicated to the refugee experience and 

issues of diaspora, such as Growing Up American: How Vietnamese Children Adapt to 

Life in the United States by Min Zhou and Carl Bankston and The Dream Shattered: 

Vietnamese Gangs in America by Patrick Du Phuoc Long, which address the issues of 

negotiating culture and identity in a foreign land.  Diaspora often involves “imaginary 

homelands,” as suggested by Salman Rushdie, addressing the nostalgic representations of 

the homeland by refugees and immigrants.  This study expands on the idea of “imaginary 

homelands,” suggesting the idealized visions of the lost homeland as pastoral 

representations, which bring into dialogue notions of the land as a cultural, social and 
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political configuration in U.S./Southeast Asian texts and film.  The pastoral mode enables 

a site of utopian return for refugees who can not return, reclaiming the land for those who 

must reimagine it.  The pastoral mode is also a site of ideological and practical efforts to 

find a Vietnamese and Cambodian nationality.  This study also contributes to the 

discussion of land in reference to war for Vietnamese and Cambodian refugees, and it 

provides discussion of the pastoral mode in film. 

 This analysis might be constructively expanded to include other works by 

Southeast Asian refugees, such as the anthology Watermark, Nguyen Qui Duc’s family 

narrative Where the Ashes Are, Luong Ung’s First They Killed My Father, a memoir of 

life under the Khmer Rouge, Andrew X. Pham’s Catfish and Mandala, and Le Ly 

Hayslip’s When Heaven and Earth Changed Places, among others.  Each of these works 

address prewar life through nostalgic representation, as most of these authors are refugees 

of the war in Viet Nam or Pol Pot’s Khmer Rouge regime (some authors in Watermark 

are not refugees).  It would also be interesting to expand this analysis to non-refugee 

authors and their perceptions of prewar and postwar Viet Nam, such as Le Minh Khue’s 

collection The Stars, The Earth, The River.  Le Minh Khue is not a refugee and is from 

North Viet Nam, and her short stories would allow a view of prewar and postwar life in 

Viet Nam from an author who is able to experience Viet Nam’s transformation firsthand.  

The prewar representation, though nostalgic, would not necessarily be an image of a 

country that was lost but merely as a moment in the past.  Le Minh Khue is not alienated 

from her homeland and culture, as refugees often lament, and is still in her homeland 

surrounded by her culture.  The discussion of this text could also offer an interesting 

political criticism.  Hayslip and Pham’s work also present an interesting method of 

expansion on pastoral representations, as these two authors are not only refugees of Viet 

Nam, but they are also able to return to Viet Nam, which their works describe. 

 As Viet Nam-United States relations were normalized in 1995, and refugees are 

allowed to return, there is the ability to compare prewar representations of refugee 

narratives with their postwar representations of Viet Nam.  This study contributes to this 

possible exploration of pre- and postwar Viet Nam with the discussion of the films of 

Anh Hung Tran, who is a refugee that returns to Viet Nam.  Tran’s prewar nostalgic 
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vision of Viet Nam merges with his depiction of postwar Viet Nam, creating an image of 

Viet Nam where pastoral beauty is diminishing as modernization continues.  With 

Hayslip’s and Pham’s narratives, there is also an interweaving of these two experiences 

within the narrative, as the return home to Viet Nam intersects with continuing nostalgia 

for their prewar home as well as with memories of the war and their flight and 

resettlement in America. 

 Le Ly Hayslip’s When Heaven and Earth Changed Places is widely studied due 

to the exposure of Oliver Stone’s film adaptation.  I decided not to include Hayslip’s 

narrative in this study because of its wide commercial exposure and instead focus on texts 

that have hitherto had limited critical attention.  It would be interesting to study Hayslip’s 

narrative in reference to the pastoral mode, possibly addressing the configuration of the 

land between Hayslip’s narrative and Oliver Stone’s film adaptation.  The analysis of the 

two could provide a dialogue concerning the representation of the land in textual form 

versus visual form, as well as offer a unique contrast of Vietnamese and American ideas 

of land that the pastoral mode would present.  Hayslip’s narrative and the film adaptation 

could be used to extend the discussion of the pastoral in Anh Hung Tran’s films and often 

varied critical perspectives on the return-to-homeland in textual and visual representation. 

 Areas for expansion, moreover, are not limited to Vietnamese and Cambodian 

narratives.  This analysis might be applied further to other Southeast Asian countries 

affected by war such as Laos or the Philippines, analyzing cultural perceptions of the land 

and how these perceptions differ from the works studied in my project.  The use of the 

pastoral mode as a method of analysis can also be used in relation to other Asian 

countries which have fought for their cultural or national independence, such as Taiwan 

or China.
1
  Taiwan offers a unique situation in current politics as the Taiwanese people 

continue to struggle for complete autonomy from China.  Taiwan and China maintain 

economic, political, and cultural differences; indeed, the Taiwanese seek out methods of 

differing themselves from China.  For instance, although the Taiwanese speak mandarin, 

a Chinese language, they also have their own dialect which is virtually non-existent in 

China.  The pastoral mode might be applied to Taiwanese works to explore this struggle 

for autonomy from China, analyzing the land and how the authors depict it to discuss that 
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political landscape.  In incorporating the analysis of the pastoral mode in other Asian and 

Asian American texts beyond Southeast Asia, the genres of Asian and Asian American 

studies can be broadened to produce an analysis of politics and culture and their 

reflection on the land.  

 In general, the analysis of cultural works using the pastoral mode as discussed in 

this study can be applied to other areas beyond Asia.  A struggle for cultural autonomy 

can also be applied to indigenous people of Western countries, such as the Aborigines of 

Australia and the Native Americans in the United States.  For instance, authors like 

Louise Erdrich examine the Native American condition in the modern United States, 

exploring their cultural connection to the land and how that connection is being severed 

as their cultural traditions are being lost to American culture.  Analyzing U.S./Southeast 

Asian exile narratives as pastoral allows an examination of the land in political, social 

and cultural terms, providing a further understanding of the pastoral mode and the Asian 

refugee experience. 
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1
 China took immense interest in U.S. involvement in the wars in Southeast Asia, and the 

Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia in 1978-9, breaking relations with Viet Nam after this 

event. 
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